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Low interest...

Variable

Rates may aid students
■ Rotes may drop os
low as 3A percent on
federal student loans
startingjufy 1,2003
Nate Hoekstra
Grand Valley Lanthorn

On
May
20, the
U.S.
Department of Education made an
announcement that could save
Grand Valley State University stu
dents money while repaying their
student loans.
Students who receive federal
student loans and apply before the
June 30 deadline will receive the
lowest interest rate, even if rates
decrease on July 1.
Most students who are current
ly repaying student loans have an
average interest rate of 4.06 per
cent.
Rates are projected to drop to

about 3.4 percent when new inter
est rates become effective on July
1.
The interest rates are figured
annually according to a formula
based on the interest rates of 91day treasury bills.
“Any opportunity that allows
students to finance their education
at a more affordable cost is
absolutely, positively outstanding.
The Department of Education
is to be commended for their
assistance of students in higher
education,”
said
Rachael
Voorhees, GVSU Student Senate
president.
Students who apply to consol
idate loans between now and June
30 will be notified by the
Department of Education Office
of Federal Student Aid (FSA) that
their applications will be held by
until the new rates take effect on
July 1.
If the interest rates were to
increase at that time, students who

interest rates over time

GVSU tuition may
increase 11.7 percent
Marisa
Kwiatkowski
Grand Valley Lanthorn

applied before June 30 would con
tinue to receive the current rate.
Students can also consolidate
their loans before July 1 by
requesting that the FSA do so.

“Today’s students borrowing
money to fund their educations
cannot lose with this service,” said
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Grand Valley State
University’s Board of
Trustees approved a pos
sible 11.7 percent tuition
increase for next fall at
its meeting June 13.
A 2 percent increase
in housing rates and a
1.7 percent increase in
the cost of education
were also approved. This
makes the total com
bined increase of cost for
incoming freshman 6.6
percent — or about $350
per semester.
“We had set a target
to come in below 2 per
cent per student in the
cost
of
education,”
President Mark Murray
said. “I'm pleased we
could do that.”

This tuition hike
would be the highest
since 1998-99, when it
rose
19.6
percent,
according to the Grand
Rapids Press.
The approved pro
posal tops the 9.9 per
cent increases approved
at Michigan State and
Oakland universities and
the 6.9 percent increase
at Northern Michigan
University.
The decision for the
increase came on the
heels of Gov. Jennifer
Granholm’s proposed cuts
to university funding.
The increase is for a
worst-case scenario state
funding budget cut and
could be lowered if the
cuts are not too large.
The state appropriation
is
expected
to
be
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Center open for business
■

The Cook-DeVos

Centerfor Health
Sciences isfinished
and will host dosses.
Brandon Avery
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Gratul Valley Lanthorn / Lisa Schaeherineyei

Stepping up to the plate at Saturday's game against Findlay. No. 6 Joe Brunink concentrated on getting a hit for his teammates.
Brunink has been drafted to the Philadelphia Phillies.

Hitting all the bases
■

Grand Valley s

Joe Brutwik has
been drafted to the
Philadelphia Phillies
Hollie Harcourt
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Grand Valley State
University seems to be
starting a tradition. It’s the
tradition of sending our
athletes into the world of
professional sports.
After the drafting of
David Kireus and the sign
ing as a free agent of Curt
Ancs, GVSU athletics
were proud. But now, they
have someone else to be
proud about.
GVSU baseball's own,
junior Joe Brunink, was
drafted on June 4 to the
Philadelphia Phillies.
Assistant coach Jamie
Detillion commented on
how happy that the base
ball program was for
Brunink, who plays as an
infielder.
“We're really happy for
him," Detillion said. “This
is kind of a reflection on the
program, we re doing well
and getting gtxxl players.
How hard Joe works is how
far he’ll get.”
Brunink is no stranger

to success. Just this year
he
received
NCAA
Division II North Central
Regional MVP and also
received Great
Lakes
Intercollegiate Athletics
Conference first team hon
ors.
Brunink led the team
in many categories this
season. He led in batting
average, with a .413 aver
age and also led in number
of runs (61) and hits (81).
He tied with Joe Mertes in
the home run categories,
each ending with 11.
“He’s a good athlete,”
Detallion
said
about
Brunink’s performance.
“He’s got a good arm and
he swings the bat really
well.”
GVSU finished the
season with a 41 -14 record
overall after winning the
NCAA Division II North
Central Regional and also
making its first appearance
at the NCAA Division II
World Scries, finishing in
fifth place.
Brunink’s first year at
GVSU he finished with a
.448
batting
average.
During his sophomore
year he finished with .346
and was second on the
team. The same year he
was named to the second
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comprise the building.
“It will have the
Kirkhof
School
of
Nursing, the School of
Health Professions, the
cell and molecular biology
department, the associated
vice
president
of
Academic Affairs, the
Grand Rapids African
American Institute and the
Grand
Rapids
Smart
Zone,”
Operations
Manager Erin Lich said.
She also said that the
new
building—although
working
with
several
health
professionals
throughout Grand Rapidswould be student-oriented.
“I think it is learning
and
teaching-oriented,
there are 30 labs and teach
ing spaces so when you
come into the building that
is the central core of the
building,” she said. “There
are over 15 student study
areas in the building.”
The atmosphere also
will be open with an abun
dance of glass windows
and
greenery
placed
throughout the building
giving it a natural feel,
Lich said.
As far as parking for
the new center, the original
estimate for parking is 165
spots all for faculty, staff
and visitors. Students will
have to take a shuttle to get
into the new building.
Tim Schad, vice presi-

PLEASE SEE CENTER, 2

Grand Valley Lanlhorn / Lisa Schachermeyer

Junior Laker infielder Joe Brunink, No. 6, slides to steal
second base.

■

Baseball team

suffers loss in NCAA
Division U World Series
Hollie Harcourt
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Grand Valley State
University’s baseball team
suffered an unfortunate
loss in the NCAA Division
II World Series.
The
loss
ended
GVSU’s season, giving
the team the best record in
school history (41-14).
Even though the sea
son has ended, eight
GVSU
players
were
awarded All-Great Lakes
Intercollegiate
Athletic
Conference honors, along

with Head Coach Steve
Lyon who was named
GLIAC Coach of the Year.
Joe Brunink (IB) and Matt
Rafeld (SP) were both
named to the GLIAC All
Conference First Team.
Tony Pfening (SS), Scott
Allen
(3B),
Mike
McCallister (OF), and Phil
Mixter (SP) picked up sec
ond team honors while
Elijah Beckwith (C) and
Kevin Boyd (OF) were
added to the honorable
mention squad.
Joe Mertes earned AllTournament honors during
the World Series. He led
GVSU
stealing
eight
bases.
A
big
win
over

PLEASE SEE BALL. 10
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The Cook-DeVos Center for health Sciences is completed and ready to hold business starting
fall 2003.

Sports

News

In this

The
Cook-DeVos
Center for Health Sciences
is completed and being
prepared to open for the
fall semester.
The $57.1 million,
2 15,000-square-foot
building is also being con
sidered by Karen Loth as a
“tremendous possibility”
for Grand Valley State
University and western
Michigan.
“It's extremely impor
tant and it is a new bench
mark for Grand Valley,”
said Karen Loth, campaign
director for the new build
ing. “You basically have a
$57.1 million asset going
into the heart of downtown
Grand Rapids.”
The original money
that allowed the project to
begin came from a $37.1
million-state appropriation.
Loth explained. The rest of
the money came from the
$20 million Building for
Life Campaign, which is
the largest private cam
paign GVSU has ever con
ducted.
Loth said that Richard
DeVos and Peter Cook

spearheaded some of the
large fund raising for the
building, which has been
in planning since the late
1990s.
“When they heard of
the project obviously they
saw the need—that it was
such a necessary part of
Grand Rapids and the
western Michigan regionthat they got excited and
started
spreading
the
word,” she said.
Among the large con
tributors were Fred Meijer,
Jay Van Andel and Audrey
M. Sebastian. Sebastian
and Van Andel along with
Cook and DeVos are hon
orary co-chairs in the
Building
for
Life
Campaign.
Loth said there were
more than the large donors
that contributed to getting
the new center erected.
“There were a lot of
the big donors with a lot of
zeroes
behind
their
names,” she said, “but
there are close to 500
donors total.
All donors will be hon
ored on a donor wall that
will be located just inside
of the main entrance to the
center. In that area there
will also be portraits of
some of the “floor donors”
who
donated
enough
money to fund a floor in
the five-story building.
As people walk through
out the building there are
several components that

Web cams are a
new feature on
Grand Valley's
updated Web site.
The tool, used to
attract prospective
students, has been
met with mixed
reactions.

Grand Valley's
crew team finished
up the year at a
championship in
Philadelphia. Three
qualified for grand
finals at the compe
tition.

Photo Page
Lower Commons
is undergoing con
struction. The
work, which will
include a newlyrenovated food
court, should be
done by fall 2003.
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GV Web site offers several new options
Brandon Avery
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Grand
Valley
State
University's home page has a
new look for the new year, as
well as introducing several new
options.
“We knew we had to change
the page,” New Media Manager
Roy Winegar said. "The first
thing we did was a best practices
review, and we reviewed proba
bly close to I ,(XX) other Web
pages.”
Along with the surveys of
Web pages came focus group
studies and a prototype page that
was launched last fall.
“We put the first prototype
into usability testing last fall; it
didn't look at all like this. It was
structured a bit differently,”
Winegar said. “From that test
ing we found out that we had
some work to do on it and we
went back to work and rebuilt
the Web site from that."
Finally, after allowing peo
ple six weeks to preview the sec
ond prototype—which was more
similar to the Web site currently
in
use--the
Institutional
Marketing team launched the
current Web page on May 15.
New features that appear on
the site are: a new search engine
powered by Google, the site
index that is now in alphabetical
order and a quick link cus
tomization feature that even
allows quick linking to Web
sites outside of GVSU. Another
innovative feature added Web

that they are far enough away
that it is difficult to identify peo
ple in them,” he said. “That was
part of our goal.”
He later added that if some
one wanted to be identified by
the cameras they could.
He
knows of an international stu
dent who arranged to say hello
to her family back home by
holding a sign up for the camera.
The Web site also has a
major purpose in recruiting per
spective students, Winegar
explained.
“In the research that we did,
we found that the high sch(X)l
student population that we seek
to recruit new students from, 97
percent of them use the Internet
more than 10 hours a week and
that their first visit to any uni
versity is the Web site,” he said.
Winegar also said that the
price of the Web site stayed rela
tively low compared to what
other institutions have paid.
Some schools would pay up to
$250,000 for a Web site.
GVSU’s stayed around $20,(XX).
Vice President of University
Relations Matt McLogan agrees
with Winegar and also added
that the Web site is equally
important to faculty, staff and
current students.
“Every
day
the
Web
becomes more important to the
university because faculty, staff
and students find information on
it that they need,” McLogan
said.
According to the rating given
to the Web page by a group of

cams that have been placed
throughout the Allendale and
Pew campuses.
Students seem to be pleased
with the new home page.
“I think it is a good addition
and it is easy to get around and
I’m able to find things easier,”
junior Amy Marseglia said. “It is
a better setup for students. The
Web cams are cool—kind of
creepy-but cool. They are dif
ferent; I have never seen them
on any of the other college Web
sites.”
Winegar is excited about the
new cameras and looks forward
to the future.
“The Web cams are new,” he
said. “That is pretty exciting and
we are going to continue to
expand that. The philosophy was
basically whimsical. We wanted
to show off the campus and
thought about having a campus
Web cam tour.”
Although the home page
does not currently have a contin
uous campus tour via Web cam.
the cameras do capture several
high-traffic areas such as the
Kirkhof lobby, Kleiner, the
Cook Carillon plaza and a cou
ple of areas on the Pew campus.
As far as security, Winegar
said that the cameras are not
endangering anyone. The cam
eras do not make recordings; the
images are inconsistent on com
puters and are strategically
placed.
“We put a lot of thought into
who can be seen in the cameras
and we located them in places

umbeige Pond Jun 10 11:49 an*

It you do riot see an image you may not have Java loaded
You can select a different method to view the web cams:
JavaScript (Live) OR Web Refresh i Updates 15 Seconds)

Courtesy ofgi’Sieedu

A live feed from Web cams show activity on various points from Grand Valley campuses, such as this viewpoint of
Zumberge Pond. The images can be viewed on the university's newly-renovated Web site

higher education consultants, the
Web page is at the top of its
league.
“They critiqued it and said

Allendale Campus Activities
5/25/03
425-03: Driving With License
Suspended, Laker Village Drive and West
Campus Drive. One cited. Subject is a stu
dent. Closed.
5/27/03
426-03: No Insurance, West Campus
Drive and 48th Avenue. One cited. Subject
is a student. Open.
427-03: Medical, Calder Art Center.
Subject received laceration on right thumb
while cleaning floors. Subject transported to
Spectrum Downtown via supervisor.
Subject is an employee and a student}
Closed.
428-03: Assist General Public, Stadium
Drive. Victim reported damage due to prank
to his vehicle. Closed.

Police Beat
Sleep

Ycur Choke Ho“l
,IchNWofGVSV

5/28/03
429-03: Number to be reassigned.
430-03: Suspicious Damage to Property,
Grand Valley Apartments. GVSU employee
reported damage done to Kent in Grand
Valley Apartments. Work order request
filed. Closed.

• InnINN
& Sn ill’s
60 Spacious Guestrooms & Suites

5/29/03
431-03: Medical, Kirkhof Center.
Subject lost consciousness possibly due to
lack of food. Allendale Fire and Rescue and
Life EMS responded to the scene. Subject
declined transport. Subject is a student.
Closed.
432-03: Traffic Accident, N. Campus
Drive and Lake Michigan Drive. Report
taken for insurance purposes. Closed.

Complimentary Deluxe Continental Breakfast
Indoor Heated Pool & Fitness Room

Sleep Inn & Suites
4869 Becker Drive • Allendale, MI 49401
Tel 616.892.8000
Fax 616.892.8020

that they had never seen a Web
page that they would give an A
to before, but they gave us an
A,” Winegar said. “They said it

433-03: Larceny, GVSU Grounds Garage.
GVSU employee reported missing GVSU
property. Report currently under investiga
tion. Open.
Pew Campus Activities
5/24/03
GRC-39: Possible Larceny, GVSU
DeVos Lot. Subject reported loss of person
al property. Report also filed with Grand
Rapids Police Department. Subject is a stu
dent. Closed.

Nate Hoekstra

5/27/03

GRC-40; Larceny, GVSU Watson Lot.
Pew Campus Security received call to
investigate possible breaking and entering.
Upon arrival, security officer found evi
dence to support larceny from a vehicle.
Grand Rapids Police Department called to
file police report. Closed.
GRC-41: Lost and Found, Eberhard
Center. Security officers secured found
property. Closed.
5/28/03
GRC-42: Fire Alarm, Secchia Hall. Pew
Campus Security officer and Grand Rapids
Fire Department responded to fire alarm in
Secchia Hall. No fire or foul play was
found. Closed.
GRC-43: Damage to Property. GVSU
DeVos Lot. Subject reported damage done
to vehicle by other vehicle. Subject is a stu
dent. Closed.
GRC-44: Damage to Property. Pew
Campus Front Lot. Pew Campus Security
responded to call regarding damage to
GVSU property. Closed.
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GVSU
houses 2
West Nile
experts
Grand Valley Lanthorn

5/30/03

Reservations: 800. 4 Choice or www.chtricehotels.com

was one of the slickest Web sites
they had seen.”
Visit the new Web site at
www.gvsu.edu.

Recent heavy rains across
the Midwest and West Michigan
have created an excellent breed
ing ground for mosquitoes,
prompting health officials to
begin looking out for the West
Nile virus and ways to prevent
it.
Residents have been espe
cially wary, recalling last sum
mer when Michigan was one of
the hardest hit states by the
virus, suffering 6I4 cases of the
disease and 51 deaths.
Luckily, Grand Valley State
University has a pair of experts
who are well qualified to speak
about the virus and the insects
that carry it.
James Dunn is a biology
professor at GVSU and an
expert in entomology, the study
of insects. He has been working
with the local community to
develop a program to combat
mosquito larvae in an attempt to
eradicate the illness.
Dunn says that mosquito
control must he a communitywide effort.
“You've got to have entire
community cooperation," he
said. “The mosquitoes that
transmit the virus live in peo
ple's yards. They don't fly very
far. Lvery house is going to have
to do something to control mos-

rLEASE SEE EXPERTS, 10

CENTER
continued from page 1
Administration, said that cur
rently there have been concerns
about parking during peak hours
of operations, hut that people
have come up with several solu
tions such as public transporta
tion, cycling and car pooling to
avoid having to create more
spaces.
Currently, staff and adminis
tration arc moving into the new
building and everything is on
schedule for the opening in the
fall. There will also he a celebra
tion and dedication on Sept. 15.
“I think that what this is sig
naling to everybody in the state
and in the region is that Grand
Valley intends to he a major
player in this, and we can’t he
overlooked,” Loth said.

Faculty Adviser

Staff Cartoonists
KRISTIE GOOD
BRENT MATA
BRIAN PEARSON

The Grand Valley Lanthorn is published under the
authorization ot the GVSU Newspaper Advisory Board.
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Please contact the
Lanthorn If you find any
errors of fact in the news
paper by e-mailing editorfai@lanthom.com.
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gvldigest
Campus
from press reports

SHkcamnlttee appraves
fanning proposal
The Michigan Senate Higher
Education Subcommittee
approved a proposal to fund the
15 public universities at a rate of
not less than $4,000 per full
time student. This would give
GVSU an increase of $9.2 mil
lion over the current fiscal year,
or an increase of 15 percent.
This contrasts the 10 percent
cut that was offered by Governor
Jennifer Granholm and the 9
percent adopted by the Michigan
House of Representatives in
May. Current per-student fund
ing for GVSU is $3,200 per stu
dent.

Cranholm declares gay,
lesbian pride mantb
Gov. Jennifer Granholm
declared the month of June gay,
lesbian, bisexual and transgender
pride month in Michigan.
Throughout the summer, there
will be numerous festivals and
rallies in cities across Michigan.
The next events will take
place: June 14 — Michigan
Pride GLBT March, Rally &
Festival, Lansing (517-3718466), June 15 — Transgender
Michigan Pride Picnic, East
Lansing (517-347-3681) and
June 21 — Grand Rapids Pride,
Grand Rapids (616-458-3511).

Marisa Kwiatkowski
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Ideas for the reorganization
of the Academic and Student
Affairs Division are swirling.
The reorganization task
force, chaired by Provost Gayle
Davis, has met twice and is in
the process of gathering ideas
for improving the current divi
sion structure.
“The people on the task
force are determined to do

what’s best for the university,”
said Jean Nagelkerk, chair of the
University Academic Senate and
a task force member.
"People seem to be careful
and deliberate during this dis
cussion stage.”
Nagelkerk said that the task
force members are looking at the
organization of the department
through the light of the new mis
sion statement.
The
mission
statement
addresses teaching, active schol
arship and public service, with

the goal being to educate stu
dents to shape their lives, pro
fessions and societies.
Davis's original reorganiza
tion plan says she would like
have the recommended models
finished by August so that the
university community can dis
cuss the proposed models. She
would like the new plan to be
taken to the Oct. 23 Board of
Trustees meeting.
The main problem with the
current structure, according to
Davis is “establishing support,

Museum sponsors party,
donates tickets to children
Van Andcl Museum Center is
hosting a Fourth of July party
along the riverfront. Friends
Frolickin’ 4lh begins at 7 p.m.
Featured entertainment
includes the Grand Rapids
Accordion Band, a jazz combo
and much more. A scavenger
hunt, free carousel rides and
three floors of museum exhibits
will also be available.
The event donates tickets to
children from St. John's Home,
Bethany Christian Services and
Lutheran Social Services. To
sponsor a child or volunteer, call
(616) 456-3979.
Tickets for the party are $10
per adult and $5 per child in
advance, and $12 per adult and
$6 per child at the door. For
advanced tickets, call the Public
Museum of Grand Rapids at
(616) 456-3977.

Virus from Africa
attrlbutail to exotic pots
A virus normally found in vil
lages in central and western Africa
has been found in the Midwest.
The virus — commonly called
monkeypox — has infected at least
19 people in Wisconsin, Illinois
and Indiana It has been linked to
people who have contact with pet
store prairie dogs that could be
infected by a Gambian rat
Grand Valley State University
professor Steven Hccht warned
people that this should show the
dangers of having exotic pets.

information networks and a cli
mate conductive to greater col
laborative relationships, a sense
of intellectual community and
synergy among faculty and stu
dents within and across disci
plines,” according to the reor
ganization handout from the
March 14 University Academic
Senate meeting.
Davis declined comment on
the status of the reorganization
plan.
The Reorganization Task
Force members are: Yatin

Bhagwat, Jan Brashler, Phyllis
Gendler, Donna HendersonKing, Nathan Immekus, Simone
Jonaitis, Doug Kindschi, Paul
Leidig, Bill Levitan, Siniha
Magal, Linda McCrea, Rod
Mulder, Jean Nagelkerk, Kim
Ranger,
David
Rathburn,
Allison
Reynolds,
Ross
Reynolds, Mark Schaub, John
Schuster-Craig, Beverly Seley,
Paul
Stephenson,
Ted
Sundstrom, Jane Toot, Donna
Vanlwaarden, Judy Whipps and
Gayle Davis.

GVSU has new dean of multicultural affairs
Nate Hoekstra
Grand Valley Lanthorn

On June 2 Oliver Wilson, the
previous associate director of
minority recruitment, took over
the responsibilities of being the
dean of Multicultural Affairs.
He advanced to the position that
was held on an interim basis by
Mike Woods, who retired on
May I.
After six years of working in
GVSU’s admissions office,
Oliver Wilson said he looks for
ward to continuing helping stu
dents reach their goals in his
new
role
as
dean
of
Multicultural Affairs.
Wilson joined
GVSU’s

admissions office in 1997. He
received a bachelors degree and
masters degree in public admin
istration from the University of
Wyoming while also playing
basketball for the Cowboys.
“In terms of my career goals,
this new position was in the
cards,” Wilson said. “I'm still
able to provide services to stu
dents and help expedite their
transition to college life or help
with other concerns students
bring with them when they are
away from home.”
Wilson said his immediate
goals as dean will be to enhance
recruitment and retention of
minority students and ensure a
welcoming environment on

campus. About 11 percent of
GVSU’s 20,000 students are
minorities.
Wilson is active in the Grand
Rapids community and serves as
a board member of the Black
Education Excellence Program
and
Touchstone
Innovare,
among other organizations.
GVSU’s
Office
of
Multicultural Affairs hosts many
programs and events throughout
the year aimed at promoting cul
tural diversity. The office also
sponsors three minority cohorts
(Minority Business Education,
Minority Science Education and
Minority Teacher Education) to
increase students' academic suc
cess in these fields.

Grand Valley hinthorn archives

The completion of an ice rink in Georgetown Township, as shown in the
original sketches above, has been delayed until May 2004

Grand Valley State University
has federally registered and pro
tected its "GV" logo, Louie the
Laker and the words "Grand
Valley Stale University."
GVSU signed a three-year
agreement with the Licensing
Resource Group as a part of its
integrated marketing plan.
The agreement does not
include GVSU’s University
Bookstore and will not affect
student-led campus sales of non
profit merchandise

Registration is being taken for
Grand Valley State University’s
Women's Center Golf
Tournament. It will be held Aug.
I 2 at The Meadows on the
Allendale campus to raise money
for the GVSU Women’s
Scholarship.
The scholarship grants money
to women who are attending col
lege for the first time or return
ing to college. Some of the
money will also be used for
other Women’s Center activities.
The event included 18 holes of
golf—with tee off at 1:30 p.m.—
dinner and a silent auction.
Golfers will also receive a gift
bag and a chance to win a year’s
lease on a car from Grand
Oldsmobile. Registration is $85
per person.
For more information, contact
the Women’s Center at (616)
331-2748.

neu 's(a lanthorn. com

GVSU reorganization task force on its way

Grand Valley registers,
prelects ‘GV’ logo

Golf tournament funds
Women s Scholarship

Nate Hoekstra News Editor

Georgetown Township
ice rink delayed again
Nate Hoekstra
Grand Valley Lanthorn
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The circulation desk of the Zumberge Library where students check out books. Plans for a newer library are in the
works.

Distant plans set for new library
Katy Boss
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Zumberge
Library
has
become bloated with more
books, journals and periodicals
than it can handle, according to
Library Director Lee Lebbin.
Extra shelving along the walls
cannot contain the material
stuffed in the stacks, and there is
no room to expand.
Which is why a new library
capable of accommodating the
inflating number of books and
growing student population is
needed, Lebbin said.
A task force of students and
librarians has assembled to pro
mote and plan the idea of a new
library, with hopes to secure $80
million for the project. The task
force is submitting a proposal
outlining the need for the new
library to university administra
tors.
But a new. spacious building
is still a distant vision during a
time of fiscal drought in the state
budget.
Grand Valley State
University would depend heavi

ly on state funding for the proj
ect, financing only 25 percent of
the cost itself. But the prospect
of receiving money from the
state is slim during times of
tuition hikes and budget cuts for

ii----------------------------It (Zumberge
Library) looks
slightly like a
penitentiary.
LEE LEBBIN
Library Director
------------------------------
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land-grant universities.
“The state economy is not
doing well; it will probably be
another two or three years
before we have the money for
construction,” Lebbin said.
This would set the opening

of the library for sometime in

2009.
Which leaves a lot of time to
dream about features for a new
building.
A cafe, tutoring rooms, and
wireless computers for e-mail
and word processing (two uses
currently
not allowed on
Zumberge computers) are all
possibilities for the library.
As for the aesthetics of the
building itself, Lebbin said he
would like to see more windows
and less concrete than what was
used to build the current library.
“It looks slightly like a peni
tentiary,” he said, describing the
Zumberge of today.
The biggest problem with
the current library is not its
imposing concrete structure,
though. The building is plagued
by poor wiring, lighting, and a
lack of space.
There is no more room for
growth of the library collection,
which is so large it can no longer
squeeze into the building's four
floors. Each year K).(KX) 15.000

The latest in a series of
delays in the construction of a
new Georgetown Township ice
rink means that Grand Valley
State University students will
not be hitting the ice anytime
this year.
Township officials recently
stated that Georgetown's indoor
ice rink will not open until May
2004.
Additionally, a bond issue
that was passed in November’s
election might not be needed to
pay for the multi-million dollar
facility.
The delay is the most recent
in a long string of push-backs for
the 88,000- square-foot facility
that last November’s $7 millionbond issue was supposed to
build.
Township Treasurer Dan
Carlton said officials may yet
post the bonds, and have 18
months to decide whether or not
to issue bonds. The ballot meas
ure to sell up to $7 million in
bonds is good indefinitely, he
said, though it can only be used
to finance the rink.
After conferring with donors
for the facility, last December
saw the site of the rink moved
from its original spot near
GVSU to a place 2 miles west, at
Bauer Road and 48th Avenue.
In February, officials stated
that the rink would not be ready
for a projected fall opening,
moving the completion of two
professional hockey-sized ice

sheets to December.
This delay was a major one
as numerous ice contracts with
local high schools and colleges
for the 2003-2004 season were
lost.
Although the rink was
expected to be ready for skating
in time for 2(K)4's winter season,
it appears as though that oppor
tunity might have to wait until
spring, with a rink opening fore
cast in May.
“You had a group with
goals,” Carlton said. “Now you
have realities.”
The Township Board’s plan
now is to pay for the rink with
$4.5 million of reserve money it
has marked to cover the expense
of the facility. However, Carlton
said the rink is expected to cost
about $7 million.
Supervisor
James
Holtvluwer did not explain how
the township could finance it
without selling bonds, saying
only, “We don't have to. We
don't plan to.”
Holtvluwer also decided to
wait on staffing the rink to
reduce fixed costs of a largely
dormant facility. Designs and
costs for running sewer and
water utilities to the rink also
remain uncertain.
Carlton said the recently sus
pended highway interchange at
Baldwin Street and I-196 allows
the township to avoid borrow ing
to finance the rink because the
project took up about $1 million
in township reserves.
Ground is expected to be
broken on the ice center in June.

PLEASE SEE LIBRARY, 12

Past budget cuts affect fire protection
Nate Hoekstra
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Concerns about state fire
protection grant cuts were
brought to the table in early
April, during a meeting between
state lawmakers and officials
from half a dozen municipali
ties. State Fire protection grants
are given to cities and towns to
provide fire protection for state
facilities.
With recent increases in the
threat of terrorist attacks, offi
cials from university towns in
Michigan urged the state to
replace a $3.7 million, or 50 per
cent. cut made in December by
former Michigan governor John
Englcr.
Many college towns are
already burdened with budget
shortcomings and cannot subsi
dize the needed additional fire
services. However, the money
needed for fire services may be
hard to wring out of a state
budget that is suffering from a
projected $1.7 billion deficit.
Numerous college campuses
across the state are in dire need

of the additional funds if they
are to protect the student popula
tions.
Last
year,
Allendale
Township was forced to spend
$600,000 on an aerial truck so it
could respond to a fire in a mul
tistory building on campus,
township supervisor Jim Beclen
said. “We regulate the height of
buildings in our township for
very specific reasons and that is
so we can provide adequate pro
tection. We have no jurisdiction
over what happens on campus.
As a result there were buildings
that were constructed at a height
that we weren’t capable of pro
tecting," Beelcn said.
In Kochvillc Township,
home of Saginaw Valley State
University, there is a similar sit
uation. The money to buy a lad
der truck is not there, said town
ship Supervisor Kenneth Bayne.
“What’s going to happen in
those dorms and in those build
ings when they do have a real
incident?” Bayne said. “Arc our
firefighters going to stand there
and wait for an aerial apparatus

(truck) from a neighboring com
munity while students jump
from those buildings?”
The University of Michigan
was also affected by the cuts,
dropping the amount of Ann
Arbor’s grant from $900,000 to
$413,000.
Gov. Jennifer Granholm said
she hoped that the state would
receive additional homeland
security funds from the federal
government to cover the cost of
the fire grants.
“We're talking about thou
sands and thousands of students
our kids from all over the state
- and if we keep cutting the pro
tection for them, someday we're
going to pay for that.” Rep.
Mike Nofs, R Battle Creek,
said.
“Universities arc, in my
opinion, a prime target for a ter
rorist attack,” Bayne said.
“What better way to make a
global statement than to kill
thousands of future leaders from
all different nationalities and
ethnic backgrounds in one
swoop.”

Grand Valiev lanthorn / Rrian Josefowiez

Cuts will be made in the Allendale Fire Department
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Stalker Cams
Grand Valley State University should get rid of the Web cams
on its new Web page. Although they are an interesting technol
ogy, they serve no purpose that the virtual tour does not cover
and they could be a security risk.
I see you.
When GVSU launched its new Web page on May 15, one of the crown
ing new features was the set of state-of-the-art Web cams affectionately
termed “stalker cams” by the students.
The cameras are placed in strategic, high-traffic locations and focus on
eight, soon to be nine, different areas on the GVSU's Allendale and Pew
campuses. They provide live feed of the activity in those areas.
The Web cams are a useless danger to students who are walking around
during the day, but especially at night. Anyone who was interested in a per
son who is walking alone on the campus could monitor the activity through
these Web cams.
Because the Web cams are focused in locations that are also lit at night,
people can be seen both during the day and in the middle of the night. This
causes concerns for students who are walking around campus when its dark
because someone could easily watch the Web cams to find a person to mug
or worse. Who needs to see live feed of the campus at night?
Other concerns brought forth by the students involve the positioning of
some of the cameras.
“I am concerned about the two Web cams that have student employees
“featured" in them,” Student Senate President Rachael Voorhees said,
“They are the cameras called DeVos Center Plaza and Kirkhof Center. I am
concerned that the students who are employed at these two locations are
available to the public eye during their work shifts.”
Although faces can not be made out, individuals are recognizable if
someone was looking for them.
“Because of the reason that these two Web cams are focused all day on
these student employees, they make me nervous,” Voorhees said.
The student workers are uncomfortable with the cameras, but said they
will be more concerned after the school year starts and the lobby shop clos
es at night.
“I didn’t even realize the Web cams were up until a week or two ago,”
said junior Barb Tullila, a student worker in the lobby shop. “There are a
couple issues with us being watched all the time, but I'd be more con
cerned if I worked at night. Now it’s light out and is a public area.”
Voorhees said she does not think the cameras are all bad.
“I think they add a flavor of "connectiveness" between students and
between campuses and give a real face to the GVSU atmosphere.”
New Media Manager Roy Winegar told the Grand Valley Lanthom that
the cameras do not endanger anyone as far as a security risk.
“We put a lot of thought into who can be seen in the cameras and we
located them in places that they are far enough away that it is difficult to
identify people in them and that was part of our goal,” he said.
However, he also added that if someone wanted to be identified by the
cameras they could. He knows of an international student who arranged to
say hello to her family back home by holding a sign up for the camera.
The cameras do not serve any purpose beyond a look at campus; they
do not make recordings.
According to the Society for College and University Planning, more than
250 colleges and universities use Web cams to show off their campuses.
“The decision to broaden the use of Web cams was made by News and
Information Services in consultation with other appropriate university
departments,” said Mary Eilleen Lyon, the director of News & Information
Services. “They are wonderful recruitment tools for prospective students
and their families. If they can't come, or they need a reminder of their visit,
they can check out the Web.
“The Web cams at Grand Valley are all in public places on wide shots,”
she said. “The purpose is to show off the campus or a project as a whole,
not to get shots of individuals.”
The university does not need the live feed from the Web cams to remind
the students and parents of their visit to campus. The GVSU Web site also
features a virtual tour, which offers a much better glimpse of the campus
and life on it. The Web cams do not show anything new that cannot be seen
through the virtual tour and the shots are not as good for quality as the vir
tual tour is.
GVSU should get rid of its Web cams and should give the virtual tour a
more prominent spot on the new Web page. While the Office of
Institutional Marketing did a great job with the Web page, it should not
leave the Web cams—which serve no important purpose—on the page
because they make students uncomfortable and could put current students
in danger.

GVL SPEAK UP
This week the Grand Valley Lanthorn asked six community members:

What do you think
of the new Web camsP

"It's kind of a neat idea,
but I don't think they are
necessary for anything.
I also think that there
should be more informa
tion to let students know
of the cameras’ pres
ence. ”

"I wish I knew more about
them, but it seems frivo
lous considering our
tuition is going up. ”
Ashley Sharp
Sophomore
Public administration

Sarah Benson
Junior
Health science

"Web cams on the new
Web page?"
Alex Barsamian
Junior
Occupational safety and
health

Mark Krany
Senior
Health science

"I think the Web cams are
a good idea in that they
allow potential students to
view an average day at
Grand Valley. However,
they may be controversial
as some current students
may not want to be
recorded"

My beef... with beef
Tracy Robey
writes for the
GVL opinion.
Her views do
not necessarily
represent those
of the
newspaper.

"I think Web cams
could be interesting.
Students will be able
to see what is going on
around campus easier,
which would be cool."
Rachel Wygant
Junior
Advertising/P.R.

Lisa Busalaccki
Senior
Group science/ biology

GVL[ STUDENT OPINION

Like many western Michigan
motorists, I am tempted to roll down
the car windows as soon as the tem
perature passes 50 degrees.
Sunglasses on. heat off and hair
blowing free; even the drive to
class downtown is a joy. Until
the inevitable strikes...
/
Your neck twists, car
weaves and nose wrinkles as \
you attempt to escape the
*
horror while trying to keep on f
the road. Once again, the
stealthy scent of cow dung has
interrupted another pleasant
drive in the Allendale area.
F;ew people enjoy the scent
of cow manure, save my
mother, who once told me it
smells “fresh.” although I’m
inclined to ascribe that
opinion to hard living in the
‘70s. For the rest of us, we
may find that we can keep
up with even David Kircus as we
sprint to seek shelter in an air-condi
tioned building when the wind turns

"I think they can be a
good learning tool for
students, only if they
are used appropriately.
Then again, how much
trouble can you get into
with them being on
campus?"

the wrong way.
Like many students, I have been
surprised by the lack of interest
chain restaurants have shown after
the increase in number of liquor

/ offered in
Allendale.
After
delving
deep into
this problem, I
have stumbled upon a clue to the
answer: Not only do cows smell, but

they also take up valuable space on
Lake Michigan Drive.
In case you have never driven
past China One. there are cows
parked a few feet from the road
near McDonalds. We know
\ that college students can
scrape together a few bucks
to go to a restaurant from
time to time, and liquor
licenses arc no longer a
problem, so the reason
Grand Valley isn't a swing
ing center for capitalistic consump
tion can be blamed on the cows!
Between the smell and space that
cows take up. I think that we have a
new scapegoat for all of our prob
lems. The football team only finish
es in second place next season?
Those pesky cows took up space on
potential practice fields. There are
classes that don't have a professor?
We weren't able to recruit for those
positions during the summer months
due to the smell.
Cows arc the enemy.

T^he Web cams are cool — hind of creepy,
but coof. T’hey are different; I've never seen
them on any other coCCe^e Web sites.
Amy Marseglia
Junior

GVL OPINION POLICY
The ultimate goal of the
Grand Valley Lanthorn opinion
page is to stimulate discussion
and action on topics of interest
to the Grand Valley
Community.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
welcomes reader viewpoints
and offers three vehicles of
expression for reader opinions:
letters to the editor, guest
columns and phone responses.
Letters must be signed and
accompanied with current pic
ture identification, letters will
be checked by an employee of
the Grand Valley Lanthorn.

Letters appear as space per
mits each issue. The limit for
tor letter length is one page,
single spaced.
The editor reserves the right to
edit and condense letters and
columns for length restrictions
and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley Lanthom
will not be held responsible for
errors that appear in print as a
result of transcribing handwrit
ten letters.
The name of the author is usu
ally published but may be with
held for compelling reasons.
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Will Hurrah

Commons undergoes major changes this summer with the addition of the Fresh Food Co

Alakaz^ml

These areas of upper Commons — the areas that used to be Laker Buffet and the Courtyard Cafe — will be turned
into the Fresh Food Co , a new campus dining option The construction began in the spring of 2003 and should be
finished by the start of classes in the fall.

So inaybe it's not mag\c/ but
Commons k being. -transformed this
Summer.

While it way look, like it will take
a fairi^ godmother's magic* wand or a
genie in a bottle to do it\ by kail
200J the fresh food Co. should

Got News?

be open for business.

Also under construction k
a new entryway for
kdnStenS fbroS. ftagels.

Marketing
Assistant
Campus Dining is seeking a fourth year marketing or
graduate student Recommendation from faculty member a
plus. Student should be able to demonstrate skills in mar
keting, customer service, analyzing, ecommerce, graphic
design, and web development. Expected start date is mid
summer. This position is a year long commitment with 1030 hours per week. Hourly rate: $9.20/hour
send resume and cover letter:

diningc@gvsu.edu

y

www. Icmthorn. com
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SARS hinders some study abroad trips
Dianne Christensen
Grand Valley Lanthorn

The Grand Valley Slale
University's
Padnos
International Center announced
in May it was canceling all study
abroad trips to China. This
month it has announced that the
scheduled trip to Taiwan has
also been canceled, due to the
outbreak of the SARS virus in
this country.
Elizabeth Rossmiller, coor
dinator of Global Programs, said
the decision to cancel the trips
was in the best interest of the
students
and
professors
involved.
"We were looking out for the
safety of our students when we
made this decision.” Rossmiller
said. “Other universities have
also canceled any study abroad
programs to China and Taiwan.”
Rossmiller said for the most
part students are handling the
cancellation of the trips well, but
there are mixed responses.
“Students
pretty
much
understand why the trips were
canceled, but some have differ
ent views on it than others,” she

said. “I don't know of any stu
dent who is still determined to
travel there on his or her own
means.”
Rossmiller explained GVSU
forgoes any liability claim if a
student still attempts to travel to
these parts.
"GVSU is not responsible if
a student still travels there,” she
said. “They are simply a tourist
on their own.”
GVSU also cannot offer
financial assistance or give cred
it to any student who goes on a
trip on their own.
Rossmiller said the State
Department, as well as the
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention issued travel-warn
ing advisories against these
countries.
“Any
time
the
State
Department and the CDC get
involved it is pretty serious ” she
said.
A social work trip with, w ith
Professor Douglas Chung was
canceled in April. A philosophy
trip with Professor Ge Ling
Chang and a trip from the
School of Education with
Professor Antonio Herrera were

Grand Valley Lanthorn

It is a Friday. Are students at
Grand Valley State University

sitting in a stuffy classroom or
does the classroom resemble a
ghost town? According to
research, some universities are
not using Fridays as much for
classroom time as other days.

Lynn Blue of the registrar's
office said GVSU tries to use a
broad form of scheduling
throughout the week and utilizes
the space of its classrooms better
than some schools, though
Friday classes are still offered
less.

Grand Valley Lanthorn / Brian fosefoivie

Grand Valley State Universities are finding that three-day weekends are
becoming more frequent with only 46 percent of classrooms being used on
Fridays.
___________________________________

Students feel ‘college
sickness’ as return home
Dianne Christensen
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Students attending college
away from home sometimes
experience “homesickness” where they miss their friends and
family. But a Grand Valley State
University counselor said when
many students venture back
home for the summer, “college
sickness,” rears its ugly head.
This is where instead the stu
dent misses college. Harriet
Singleton, GVSU senior coun
selor. has tips for students to
make the trip home a little easier.
Singleton said many students
experience “college sickness,"
because after the initial change of
attending college away from
home and missing their friends
and family, they begin to make
new friends and feel comfortable.
For many students, they will
have trouble adjusting when they
return home for the summer,
because their new friends and
routine, is briefly interrupted by
the break, she said.
“Students have ch anged at
college . but parents still see
them a;■i the same person you
were in high sch(x)l.” Singleton
said. “ As ia result of these
issues. many students get ‘college sit:knesv which students
have the same symptoms as
homesickness.
Parents sometimes stay
frozen in time; usually seeing
students the same way they last
remember them when the stu
dent was living at home.”
The student's friends at
home may not appear as inter
esting to the student as their col
lege friends, as they adjust to the
change of living with their par

Photo courtesy of Padnos International Center

GVSU study abroad programs, like the one to Taipei, Taiwan, were canceled due to the threat of SARS in the Far
East

not be able to return to tne U.S.
next year. SARS. referred to as
a “mystery pneumonia,” or “flu
like virus.” exhibits symptoms
such as coughing, fever, aches
and pains.

SARS has killed 773 people
anf infected at least 8,300 in
me .e than two dozen countries,
since it first emerged in
November.
China, Hong Kong and

Taiwan have been hit the hard
est, according to the World
Health Organization.
For more information, call
the Padnos International Center
at (616) 331-3898.

offered less at GVSU Businesses

Friday
Dianne Christensen

canceled in May and a trip to
Taiwan was canceled in June.
Rossmiller said the trips are
not to be rescheduled and will
resume as scheduled for next
year.
She said most of the students
were reassigned to other study
abroad programs.
“It is unfortunate these pro
grams had to be canceled, but it
is for the best,” said Meaghann
Myers, coordinator of Program
Services and Outreach at the
Padnos International Center.
She agreed with Rossmiller
that the situation was carefully
analyzed, with assistance from
health professions reports, as
well as other universities and the
State Department, as well as the
CDC.
The SARS advisory warning
was first issued on April 23, then
reissued on May 13.
SARS has also affected
international students in the
United States.
According to a Grand Rapids
Press article, Chinese interna
tional students at Michigan State
are opting to stay in the U.S. for
the summer in fear that they may

Of general purpose class
rooms on the Allendale campus
from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m., 73 percent
are used on Mondays, 84 percent
on Tuesdays, 74 percent on
Wednesdays, 83 percent on
Thursdays, and 46 percent on
Fridays, said Bruce Tweddale,
the director of Institutional
Analysis.
“It is hard trying to fit fourcredit classes and three-credit
classes into Five parts',” he said.
The downtown campus uses
30 percent of its classrooms on
Mondays, 67
percent
on
Tuesdays,
38
percent
on
Wednesdays. 64 percent on
Thursdays and 16 percent on
Fridays.
From 6 p.m. to 10 p.m. on
the Allendale campus, Monday
42 percent of classrooms are
used. Tuesday 40 percent,
Wednesday
47
percent,
Thursday 30 percent and Friday
there arc none.
“There are more classes
offered in the evening on the
downtown campus because
there are more upper-level stu
dents attending with full-time
jobs,” Tweddale said.

On the downtown campus
there are 30 percent Monday
evening classes, 67 percent on
Tuesday,
38
percent
oil
Wednesday. 64 percent on
Thursday and Friday there are
16 percent.
“It is true that not as many
people want to attend on
Fridays.” Tweddale said. "But
there are many reasons why we
have classes at certain times:
classroom
availability
and
teacher availability.”
At
California
State
University in Chico, Calif, only
899 classes are scheduled on
Friday, while nearly 2.5(H) take
place on Tuesday, the busiest
day. A survey done by The
Orlando Sentinel found that only
half of Florida's public-universi
ty classrooms were in use on
Friday mornings, and only 25
percent on Friday afternoons,
according to The Chronicle of
Higher Education.
"If you stood back at a tax
payer's perspective, how would
it look if you only fill class
rooms four days out of seven."
Blue said. "But there are many
issues at stake with this situa
tion ."
Many factors influence class
scheduling, she said.
“The first two primary con
cerns are availability of teaching
staff and classroom space. Next
we have to be able to fill stu
dents with those classrooms.”

Blue said GVSU offers
Monday, Wednesday and Friday
classes for the very reason that
many people do not enjoy
attending class on Fridays to
ensure a longer weekend.
"This way we can more effi
ciently use our classroom
space,” Blue said. “That lot is
just as filled on Friday mornings
as on any other day.”
GVSU uses standard time
blocks to ensure a wide variety
of classes are available to stu
dents, which allows the space to
be utilized efficiently.
“We have the least amount of
square footage available per stu
dent than any other university in
Michigan, so we have to use our
space wisely,” Tweddale said.
“We have to spread class
schedules throughout the day,
because people work and have
other things going on, such as
adjunct teachers, who have other
jobs,” Blue said. “Also, we do
not have lots of classroom space.
If not, there is a shortage.”
All the schedules have to be
approved through all the deans
and they do their best to utilize
the classroom space.
“Everything is about money
and that is why we have to make
the best use of what we have,”
Blue said. "It is about using the
stuff you have. GVSU is growing
rapidly and we have to constantly
be planning for the future.
Everything depends on funding.”

New way to Subway

ents for the summer. Singleton
said. Students may feel down as
they try to deal with this.
She said other factors add to
the burden of students adjusting.
Students have to encounter the
worst job market in years. Many
students are dealing with friends
and family members who were
involved with the war in Iraq
and who may be still deployed.
Singleton said students are
not totally on their own with this
and there are things they can do
to help with the summer visit
with their family and old friends.
Singleton gives these 11 tips
to help the visit home for the
summer away from college:
1. Talk with parents about
expectations so there are no sur
prises.
2. Discuss house rules
because they may be different
than when the student was last
home.
3. Give time for parents to
adjust to you being home.
4. Take time to be alone and
give your parents space.
5. Understand a compromise
can be made with disagree
ments.
6. Be flexible and accept dif
ferences.
7. Have a sense of humor and
try to laugh at small arguments.
8. Establish a mutual respect
with your parents to fulfill dif
ferent values and needs.
9. Be respectful and do not
tic up the phone and T.V.
10. Understand that being
home may not be perfect, but try
your best to make it work.
11. Be willing to adapt to the
situation and be patient with
your parents.

Hungry members of the Grand Valley community wait in line at the new Subway location to the Kirkhof
Center River Landing eating establishment

team up for
community
Dianne Christensen

Grand Valley Lanthorn

Panopoulos Salons of Grand
Rapids in conjunction with the
Exchange Club is hosting the
6th annual Home Run 5K walk/
run at Fifth Third Ballpark, at
8:30 a.m., on June 14, to help
fund a shoes and boots program
for needy children in West
Michigan.
The Exchange Club, is a
nonprofit organization in Grand
Rapids that works with school
nurses to find the children that
are in need.
Currently, 70 percent of
Grand Rapids school age chil
dren are living below the pover
ty level, according to the
Exchange Club.
Jessica Ellis, a Grand Valley
junior, is assisting the salon in
promoting the event and will be
participating.
“This is just one of the
things that Panopoulos does to
help the community,” she said.
The event is hosted at the
home of the Whitecaps.
Every
participant
will
receive a ticket to a Whitecaps
baseball game, where a pre
game ceremony will present
awards to the top finishers.
There will also be a play
ground, batting cages, and con
cession stands.
“This is a good purpose to
help the Grand Rapids commu
nity children,” said Laura
Brizzola, administrative assis
tant, Panopoulos Salons.
She said the salon does its
best each year to participate and
sponsor different community
programs.
The race from 2(H)2 brought
in $I(),(XH) for the shoes and
bt>ots program.
Registration forms for run
ners and walkers arc available at
all Panopoulos Salons, Fifth
Third, and all area health clubs.
Registration can also be submit
ted online at panopoulossalons.com.
Registration costs $18 if
submitted by June 13 and $20
on the day of the race.
The Fifth Third Ballpark is
located off of US 131 north of
Grand Rapids off of Exit 91 on
West River Drive.
For more information con
tact Doris Drain at (616) 5594524, Grand Rapids Exchange
Club at (616) 559-4524 or
Prudence
Schneider
from
Panopoulos Salons at 363-4000.

Tips and trends: What is in for hair this summer?
Dianne Christensen
Grand Valley Lanthorn

You've made your decision.
Summer is here The flip hairdo
is in and you are going to do it.
You are done with the
Pineapple cut and Shread Head.
The stars Jenna Elfman and
Jessica Alba can pull it off, now
it is your turn.
Lcanne Ash, owner of Great
Clips in Zeeland, said to plan
on seeing more layers and
shorter hair for women and men

for the summer.
"Short hair is definitely in
for the summer and waves arc
in too." Ash said. “A razor cut.
along with summer’s humidity,
will definitely enhance the
wave look."
The flip hairdo has main
tained its longevity and popu
larity, even since the days of
actress Katherine Hepburn in
the ‘30s. What are the reasons
this style is still around?
Nonna Rocha, manager of
Great Clips, explained that along
with short hair and layers, the Hip

hair cut is the fad for women.
“The flip Ux)ks gwxi on just
about any body and people of all
ages,” Rocha said. “Adults Ux)ks
attractive whether the face shape
is long, round or square.”
“Not only d<ws the flip hair
style conform to anyone's face
shape, it can be worn so many
different ways, for many differ
ent situations,” said Don
Shepard of Elite Cuts in Holland.
It can be worn with a soft
curl on the ends for longer hair
in more elegant situations, or
shorter with more layers and

curls for a more stylish look,
Shepard said. To obtain looser
curls, she said to use a large curl
ing iron and to achieve tighter
curls use a small curling iron.
She said the style can also
be achieved without using a
curling iron, by blow drying the
hair with a round brush.
She recommends placing a
texturizing gel or pomade on the
ends of the hair to keep the flip
look lasting throughout the day.
Shepard and Rtxrha agreed

PLEASE SEE HAIR, 10
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GVSU men’s crew finishes 12th in the nation
Chad Jedlic
Grand Valley Lanthorn
-
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Grand Valley crew team practices
on the Grand River, just downriver
of the M-45 overpass

The Grand Valley State
University crew team ended a
great year.
Both the men and women
brought home a lot of hardware
from the various spring regattas
(hat each participated in.
The team's season culminat
ed
at
the
Dad
Vail
Championships in Philadelphia.
The Dad Vail Regatta--consid
ered
the
National
Championships for small col
leges and universities-is a two-

day regatta in which over 110
collegiate teams compete.
As a club team, GVSU per
formed extremely well against a
field made up of mostly
Division II and III varsity pro
grams as well as some club
teams and some Division I varsi
ty programs.
Overall, the team had six
entries, three of which qualified
for the grand finals.
On the women's side, the
team was led by the pairing of
Jenny Smith and Sarah Maniaci,
who finished fourth out of 22
entries in the women's pair

event.
The two other women's
crews, the varsity and novice
eights, both raced extremely
well, but fell short of qualifying
for the grand finals. The novice
eight was beat out by Rutgers
University and the University of
West Virginia. The varsity eight
missed qualifying by less than
one boat length.
On the men's side, the pair
ing of John Palk and Rick
Schneider earned a fourth place
finish as they raced against
entries from 29 other schools.
The highlight of the compe

Tracksters have five-year winning streak
■ Grand Valley

brings home the
President’s Trophy for
the fifth year in a row
Hollie Harcoijrt
Grand Valin/ Lanthorn

Five years, five trophies.
Grand
Valley
State
University has picked up anoth
er Presidents’ Cup for its work in
athletics.
The Presidents’ Cup is an
honor presented to the Great
Lakes Intercollegiate Athletics
Conference team who has
“demonstrated general excel
lence in all or most sports,’’ said
Jeff Ligney, GLIAC media rela
tions director.

“The award is designed to
promote well-rounded athletic
programs within each member
institution,” Ltgney said. "The
Presidents’ Trophy competition
was started in the 1972-73 aca
demic year.”
In the running for the trophy,
each team is awarded so many
points depending on how well
its does during that season. For
example, the conference cham
pion in a sport receives the high
est amount of points for that
sport.
GVSU has brought home
this honor for the past five years,
and has proven that it has what it
takes to be the best in the
GLIAC.
"Grand Valley State had
another outstanding year athleti
cally, not only in the conference
but also on the national level.

u____________________

Grand Valley
State had another
outstanding year
athletically, not
only in the
conference but on
the national level.
TOM BROWN
GLIAC Commissioner
------------------------------------ M
The 20 sports sponsored by the
GLIAC, GVSU won four
men's and six women's champi
onships
outright,”
GLIAC
Commissioner Tom Brown said.

"The Lakers also tied for anoth
er league title in baseball. That
is an impressive accomplish
ment given the all-around
strength of our league.”
In this year’s competition,
GVSU came in first by 53
points, finishing with 156. Of
the 156, 90.5 of the total points
came from women's sports and
65.5 came from men’s sports.
Last year’s runner up, Ashland
University came in second fin
ishing the competition with 103
points.
Behind Ashland was the
University of Findlay, finishing
the year with 98 points total.
Coming in fourth place was
Ferris State University, totaling
89 points overall while Wayne
State University and Northwood
University tied for fifth finishing
with 87.5 points total.

Kuhlman
crowned
Champion
Hollif Harcoijrt
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Yet another Grand Valley
State University track and field
season has come to a close, but
Steph Kuhlman and Ben Hirdes
made sure it ended on a good
note.
Great Lakes Intercollegiate
Athletics Conference Coach of
the Year, Jerry Baltes and 12
members of his team headed to
Edwardsville, III. to compete in
the NCAA Division II track
meet. The meet was held May
22-24.
Many would agree that the
highlight of the event was the
800-meter dash.
Kuhlman
entered the event seeded second
with a time of 2:06.75. She fin
ished the race at Nationals with a
time 2:05.34. coming across the
tape in first place, picking up her
first ever win at the national
level.
"Steph is a great person and
has come a long way in her
training and racing” Baltes said.
"She really deserves to be
crowned a National Champion.”
Kuhlman is no stranger to
success and also holds the
NCAA Division II 800 indoor
record with a time of 2:05.75.
Also, earlier in the season
Kuhlman won the 800 during
the GLIAC meet.
"The hardest part was
believing I could do it and then
mentally committing and hold
ing that belief for each race,”
Kuhlman said. "My unplanned
second place finish indoor really
made this possible.”

Grand Valley Lanthorn / Luke Wark

After a successful season, the Grand Valley Track and Field team made a trip to the NCAA
Division II national track meet

Hirdes also made quite the
showing at the national meet,
walking away with a second
place in the pole vault competi
tion after hurling over a bar set
at 16-6 3/4.
Hirdes currently holds the
school record in pole vault at 171. He was named All-American
in both outdoor and indoor in
2002 and indoor in 2001.
There were other Lakers
who also finished the season
with impressive endings at
Nationals.
Sophomore Krista O'Dell fin
ished fourth in the 1,500 run with
a time of 4:32.65. The success is
nothing new to O'Dell as she
earned All-American honors dur
ing (his year's indoor season in
the mile and 5.(XX) run and also in
2(X)2 in the indoor mile. O'Dell
also received cross-country AllAmerican plaudits in 2002.
Natalie Ewing, also a sopho
more this year, finished eighth in
the 5.(XX) run crossing the finish
line in 17:05.67. She also took
third in 3,(XX) run with a time of
9:45.96.
Ewing holds two
GVSU records for the 3,(XK) run
at a time of 9:45.57 and the
5.(XX) run at a time of 16:41.50.
Ewing finished second last year
at the outdoor national meet in
the 3,000 run. earning AllAmerican recognition.
Finally, junior, Jeanette
Seckinger picked up a 15th
place in the 10,000 with a final
and official time of 37:54.63.
Seckinger also holds a GVSU
record in the I0,(XX) with a time
of 36:39.15. During the 2(K)2
cross-country season, Seckinger
was named All American.

"Overall this was our most
successful year ever,” Baltes
said. "We had captured all six
GLIAC Championships, which
was the first time we have done
this in the school’s history.”
Baltes also said that to keep
up this success, he and his assis
tant have been hard at work
recruiting for next year.

"Recruiting is going very
well for both the men and
women. The state meets were
this past weekend and we had a
lot of our incoming student ath
letes do very well in their
respected divisions,” Baltes
said. “We have 40 women and
34 men on our incoming list at
this point.”

tition was provided by the men's
varsity four of Justin Lankheet,
Justin Martisius, Matt Wells,
Dane Gallagher and coxswain
Sarah Veenema. The GVSU four
raced through competitors from
38 other schools to win the
Thomas A. Curran Trophy. The
crew led all three of its races
from start to finish, clearly
establishing dominance at the
regatta.
The win is GVSU's first
national title since 1997 and the
third in the history of the pro
gram.
The men's four, because of

Hollie Harcourt
Grand Valley Lanthorn

As many know, last season's
football stars David Kircus and
Curt Anes have both made the
Detroit Lions’s roster.
Even
though this is a dream come true
for both of the athletes, what
does it mean for their college
careers? In simplest terms, their
degrees.
Walter Moore, fifth-year ath
letic academic adviser at Grand
Valley State University, said that
he has spoken with both men
and they have both reassured
him that they will finish their
degrees in the near future.
"David's close and may fin
ish this summer,” Moore said.
"Curt has a little more to do, but
assured he will finish.”
The question is, how many
athletes that come to GVSU
plan on going professional after
they leave college and should
they pay more attention to their
studies than to their athletics?
Moore said of course they
should, because Kircus and
Anes' success stories are limited
exceptions on a Division II cam
pus.
"The likelihood of going pro
is very minuet.” Moore said.
“So you can't put all your eggs
in one basket.”
With the fact that GVSU is a
Division II school, and people
such as Moore do feel that the
education is the first and most
important thing an athlete can
obtain here, what does the
school do for the student athlete
to ensure that they are getting
the education that they came to
receive?
It starts before the athlete is
even a member of the GVSU
community, Moore said.
“I tell them when they come
to visit that the first thing they
need to know up front that my
concern is not sports, but the
classroom,” Moore said. "We
set the stage that college is about
getting a degree.”
The way the GVSU athletic
community does this varies
team by team, he said. Teams
such as track and field set up
study sessions that the players
are required to be at, but others
have different programs, like the
football team.
“ The football team has an
honor-based study session. The
players have to map out where
and how long they will study in

DRAFT

Grand Valley Ijinthorn / l.uke Wark

NJ.
The IRA regatta is the
national rowing championship
for collegiate men. This year's
event was the first undisputed
national championship in many
years as all of the top contenders
(Harvard,
Princeton,
Yale,
Washington and Cal) were all in
attendance.
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The ultimate balancing
act: School and sports

continued from page 1

April Szatkowski, front, and Pam Treppa battle for the lead during their
sprinting event at a track meet

their performance at the regatta,
consequently earned an invita
tion to race at the 101
Intercollegiate
Rowing
Association Regatta in Camden,

team All-GLIAC.
Brunink, a business adminis
tration major at GVSU. began
his baseball career at Holland
Christian High School.
He
played
there
under
Jeff

a week and bring it in to their
position coach,” Moore said.
“Then it is the position coach's
responsibility to make sure the

a--------------------------------

Most
importantly; we
had our most
successful year
in the classroom.
JERRY BALTES

GVSU Head Track Coach
-------------------------------- tt
player is where they said
they would be.”
As for our track and field
team, the way it has been doing
things have seemed to pay off.
“Most importantly we had
our most successful year in the
classroom,” Head Track Coach
Jerry Baltes said.
“The team has averaged a
3.0 grade point average for the
past six semesters. The men
earned their highest grade point
average ever earning over a
3.0.”
Even outside of GVSU
many people feel this way, even
the Detroit Lions have a pro
gram to help players with con
tinued education.
The program is called Player
Development said Beth Gay, the
director of the program. Gay
explained the program as some
thing to help the players prepare
for “life after football.” She also
said that continuing education is
one of its “core programs.”
“Coach Mariucci is a big
supporter of player development
and he values their efforts to fin
ish what they have started,” Gay
said. "This summer is a great
opportunity for players to finish
their course work so that they
can be completely focused on
football as we enter training
camp.”
Matt Barnhart, the Lions
director of media relations said
that Mariucci probably suggest
ed that both Anes and Kircus
finish their degrees because he
supports the program so much.
Moore summed up the idea
of balancing sports and athletics
by saying, “You have to give
100 percent in both academics
and athletics. But your primary
goal is your degree.”

Goorhouse.
He received honors such as
All-Regional and All-District.
He also was named First Team
Class B-All State.
Brunink ended high school
his junior and senior year with
batting averages of .556 and
.500.

Selgo names recent Grand Valley graduate Orr as new cheerleading coach
Hollie Harcoijrt
Grand Valley Lanthorn

With the football team
preparing for the start ot its new
season, the cheerlcading teams
which you sec at every home
game—are also preparing to
cheer the team to another
National Championship.
As they start the new season,
the women and men ot the
squads have had a new leader
named to them. After Erica
Granata resigned from the posi
tion after last year, Tim Selgo

went in search for a new head
coach and he found Randy Orr.
With the squad in his hands
now, Orr has a lot of goals and
ideas that he is excited about
implementing in GVSU's cheerleading program.
“I want to focus on crowd
involvement as well as raising
the bar with GVSU cheerleading
to build a reputation of excel
lence and athleticism,” Orr said.
“1 think that it is key for us to
develop an athletic image that
others on campus will respect
and admire."

Along with raising the crowd
involvement, Orr is looking to
get the GVSU coed team able to
compete against many schools
in the Midwest.
He said that by doing this, he
hopes to get more males
involved with the squad.
“To truly develop into a
strong competitive team we
need strong commitment and
support from the team, universi
ty and our student body.” Orr
said.
Orr is not a stranger to
GVSU. He graduated just last

year with a Bachelor of Science
in group social studies with a
history emphasis and a sociolo
gy minor. Along with that. Onobtained his secondary teaching
certificate and is currently teach
ing seventh-grade social studies
in Bloonungdale.
While
teaching
at
Bloomingdale. Orr coached
girl's basketball and volleyball.
Before attending GVSU, On
played one year of football at
Ferris State University. While
attending college, he worked
with developmental^ disabled

t

adults and coached.
His cheerleading coaching
experience includes three years
at East Kentwood, a year and a
half at Forest Hills Northern,
nine years at St. Joseph
Michigan Catholic, and one year
at Martin High School, where he
cheered himself.
Under him, his squads have
brought home seven state cham
pionships and 11 regional cham
pionships.
On has cheered himself at
Martin High School. FSU,
GVSU, University of Missouri-

Kansas City and was a cheer
leader for the NFL team, the
Kansas City Chiefs, on its
Professional Coed Team.
“I really hope to build on the
great things happening at Grand
Valley and hope to rise to the
level of excellence that the uni
versity and community expect
from Laker athletics,” Orr said.
“I am thrilled to be apart of the
athletic program and hope that I
will have a very profound and
positive impact on the program
as well as the athletes on the
cheer teams.”
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Radiation therapy program kicks off
Katy Boss
Grand Valley Lanthoni

Grand Valley Lanthoni

Will Itamilr

Ph.D Tewfik J. Bichay, medical physicist in radiation oncology, has
gotten many machines to find cancer for Saint Mary’s Mercy
Medical Center. Shown with Bonita Vawloski, who is a therapist
showing how the machine scans with the lasers.

What's on
tap for June
June 14

June 15
Mind. Body, Spirit Expo, II
a.m.-6 p.m. @ Grand Center

June 18
Sister Hazel,
Intersection

8 p.m. @ The

June 19
MI Fire Services Expo, 12
p.m.-7 p.m. @ Grand Center

June 20
MI Fire Services Expo, 10
a.m.-6 p.m. @ Grand Center
June 21
MI Fire Services Expo, 10
a.m.-6 p.m. @ Grand Center

June 25
The
Mormon Tabernacle
Choir Salutes America, 8 p.m.
@ Van Andel Arena

Grand Valley Lanthorn

In a decision that is not
beneficial to the residents of
Grand Rapids, the Michigan
Economic
Development
Corporation
(MEDC)
announced on May 20 the 11
Michigan communities selected
to take part in the Blueprints for
Michigan's
Downtowns
program. Grand Rapids was not
among them.
Blueprints for Michigan's
Downtowns provides funding to
communities who wish to
develop
plans
to
tackle
expansion issues and promote
further growth.
“Michigan's downtowns are at
the heart of our state's ongoing
economic success,” said MEDC
CEO Sabrina Keeley.
“These blueprints will give
these communities
another
excellent tool to ensure their

economic vitality for years to

come.”
Grand Rapids was one of the
22 communities that originally
applied
for the
program.
Selected from the applicants
were Adrian. Battle Creek,
Brighton,
Buchanan,
Cheboygan. Davison. Grand
Haven, Jonesville, Middlevillc,
Mt. Pleasant and Norway.
These communities will work
in cooperation with the MEDC
and HyettPalma, the national
downtown consulting firm, to
generate action plans for each
individual community.
This
process includes performing an
extensive market analysis for the
communities
as
well
as
ascertaining their long-term
economic
resources
and
challenges.
Blueprints for Michigan's
Dow ntowns was created through
a partnership between the
Michigan
State
Housing
Development
Authority

Bistro: Great food with a dash of class
Lindsay Moore
Grand Valley Lanthorn

If you are looking for an
excellent dining experience in
downtown Grand Rapids, go
no further than 44 Grandvillc
Ave., SW. That is where you
will find Bistro Bella Vita.
A friend and I went to Bistro
Bella Vita May 23 for a quiet
lunch. It was the first time
cither of us had been to the
restaurant, and we were not
quite sure what to expect.
After a short minute with a
less-than-pleasant hostess, my
friend and I were seated at a
booth opposite the bar. Our
server. Nikki, did a wonderful
job of pointing out the
highlights of the menu,
including the pasta pronto
special of the day.
Pasta pronto is a daily
special offered during lunch
hours (11:15 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.)
Monday through Friday. Each
meal includes a smaller
portioned salad or appetizer, a
pasta entrde, dessert and a
beverage for $9.95. The
choices are set by day. Since
my friend and I went on a
Friday, we were offered an
option of Caesar salad, rotini
con polio and tiramisu.
My friend decided to try
this lunch special. The rotini
con polio is a spiral pasta dish
topped with roasted chicken,
pcsto cream and pine nuts.
The dessert, tiramisu, is like an
Italian trifle that has layers of
chocolate sauce, mascarponc
cheese and espresso-soaked
lady fingers. I decided to go
with the calamari (squid) and a

At Saint Mary's Cancer Center
on 310 Lafayette, Bichay
explained the various features of
a linear accelerator, a machine
that delivers around 23 million
volts of X-ray energy to cancer
patients.
The linear accelerator sits
behind 8-foot thick concrete
walls that insulate the radiation.
Before entering the room,
Bichay passed below an unlit
sign that read “BEAM ON.”
“The light is off so we’re
safe,” he said, glancing at the
sign. He swung open the thick,
green door leading to the linear
accelerator.
Inside, a giant off-white
machine loomed over a flat
patient bed covered in a white
paper lining. Several cameras
were perched along the walls,
which radiation therapists use to
monitor
patients
during
treatment.
Bichay pulled out a large, gray

remote control, which he
pointed at the linear accelerator.
Using
the
remote,
he
demonstrated how a pupil-like
eye in the accelerator expands or
contracts to administer varying
doses of X-ray energy.
The typical patient will
undergo this radiation therapy an
average of 30 or 40 times. Often
these daily treatments lead to
friendships between therapists
and patients, said Bichay.
"It's very, very common for us
to receive candy and cookies
from patients,” he said.
To diagnose, analyze and track
the on-going treatment of
patients, radiation therapists and
their fellow dosimetrists use
computers
to
reconstruct
patients in 3-D. Joe Meadows, a
medical dosimetrist at Saint
Mary’s, pulled up a diagram of a
prostate containing a cancerous
tumor.
Using a computer program.
Meadows can view a colored
diagram of the prostate on
several planes, dissected along
various axes of the body. He can
slice the image of the prostate
vertically, horizontally, or from
the front of the body to the back.
“It’s akin to slicing a loaf of
bread,” he said, as he cut to
images closer and closer on the
bladder.
To monitor the dose of
radiation that each organ is
receiving. Meadows can pull up
a histogram chart that has colorcoded bars for each organ.
“So for example the red here,”

Meadows said, pointing to the
largest bar on the screen, “this is
what the tumor is getting.”
For dosimetrists, these charts
represent the challenges of
cancer treatment, in that what
fights the tumor may hurt
healthy organs.
“It’s easy to treat the disease,”
Meadows said. “But it’s not
easy to treat the disease and
minimize damage to the other
structures.”
Radiation
therapists
arc
currently one of the most needed
positions in hospitals.
The
vacancy rate for radiation
therapists, who can make up to
$35 an hour, is about 18 percent,
according to Jane Toot, of the
School of Health Professions.
"There is a shortage (of
radiation therapists) all over the
country,” she said. “It's actually
a larger shortage than that of
nursing.”
Saint Mary’s, Spectrum and
most other hospitals in the
nation are experiencing a
chronic shortage of radiation
therapists, Bichay agreed. Saint
Mary’s currently has three open
positions for radiation therapists,
and Spectrum has two. This has
been going on for years, he said.
The problem is so bad that the
hospitals have been forced to
hire
temporary
radiation
therapists, who are paid double
or sometimes triple a normal
salary.
PLEASE SEE RADIATION, 10

Grand Rapids loses out on bid for makeover
Lindsay Moore

An Evening with Fleetwood
Mac, 8 p.m. @ Van Andel
Arena; Mind, Body, Spirit
Expo, 10 a.m.-7 p.m. @ Grand
Center

This fall the first group of 20
students will begin classes for a
new medical imaging and
radiation therapy program being
offered at Grand Valley. Of the
thousands of schools in the
nation to offer radiation therapy
degrees, GVSU will be one of
three to have its own treatment
simulator and lab.
The treatment simulator will
allow students to practice
working with patient X-rays and
CAT scans, which will prepare
them for a career treating cancer
and other diseases w ith ionizing
radiation. They will be using
data (stripped of patient names,
of course) sent from Saint
Mary's Mercy Medical Center.
Full access to treatment
equipment will give the GVSU
program a significant edge over
most, said Dr. Tewfik Bichay, a
radiation oncology physicist at
Saint Mary’s.
“There are lots of schools, but
very few with their own
equipment,” he said. "It is very
unusual.”
Most schools reiy on the
cooperation of area hospitals to
grant their students practice time
with treatment simulators. This
type of access is very limited, he
said, because the needs of
hospital patients are always put
before those of students.
But at a cost of roughly
$600,000
per
machine,
treatment simulators are just too

expensive for most schools to
own.
Which is why Bichay has been
working with GVSU to secure
about $1.2 million dollars worth
of equipment through donations
and heavy discounts.
Some equipment was donated
by Varian a large manufacturer
of radiation treatment machines
that was “’ ery excited” to hear
of the GVSU radiation therapy
program, Bichay said. Another
machine Bichay found in Ohio,
used and marked down to
$20,000.

Grand Valley Lanthorn, Brian josefoiviez

A new restaurant, the Bistro Bella Vita, has been added to Grand Rapids |
Inear the Pew campus. Pasta pronto is one of their eating options.

salad bella vita. Our meals
came complete with
complimentary bread and
dipping oil.
Minutes later, the food began
to arrive. Our salads and
entrees were wonderful: the
dessert was amazing.
My friend and I admired the
paintings decorating the walls
and the massive bar across the
room. From our table, we
could see into the kitchen. The
overall ambiance of the
restaurant was exactly what we
had been looking for: semi
casual but classy.
Nikki told us about Bella
Vita raw jazz offered every
Wednesday from 9 p.m. to
midnight. Raw jazz, features

live jazz bands and a raw bar
including West Coast oysters
on the half shell, mussels,
sushi rolls and shrimp.
My friend and I did not have
time to sample the bar on this
visit, but we will definitely be
back to check out happy hour,
$1 off all drinks every Monday
through Friday from 4 p.m. to
6 p.m.
Bistro Bella Vita fully
surpassed our expectations.
My friend and I had an
amazing experience. We're
sure you will, ttx).
For more information about
the menu, martini bar, wine
lists, available coupons and
events at Bistro Bella Vita,
visit www.bistrobcllavita.com.

(MSHDA),
the
Michigan
Municipal League (MML) and
the MEDC. the MEDC and
MSHDA have already allocated
$200.000 in funding for the
project.
As part of the
agreement, each community is
required to contribute money to
the project equal to the amount
given by the partnership.
“The first initiative of its kind,
this partnership between MEDC,
MSHDA. HyettPalma and II
very enthusiastic communities
promises to show results in less
than a year's time.” MSHDA
Executive Director James L.
Logue said.
MML Deputy Director Dan
Gilmartin is also pleased about
the union.
“The communities are excited
to be able to utilize this great
downtown development tool,"
Gilmartin said. "I look forward
to seeing the positive effects that
Blueprints will have on these
communities.”

Courtesy of University Club of Grand Rapids

Grand Rapids was not chosen as one of the Michigan cities to receive
make overs. Areas such as Grand Haven and Battle Creek were chosen —
along with nine others — and accepted by the MEDC.

will

While this great opportunity
improve nearby Grand

Haven, it will in no way advance
Grand Rapids.

Topfinancial mistakesfor graduates to avoid:
CPWlRE.COM
eGrad.com,
the
media,
research
and
marketing
company
that
focuses
exclusively serving the needs of
the 2.2 million graduating
college students each year,
announced June 10 the top
financial mistakes to avoid by
graduating college students.
Despite the earning potential
of college-educated
young
adults being far superior to any
other segment in the wider
community, college graduates
do not often possess the
essential skills in dealing with
personal financial decisions as
they become first time head-ofhouseholds.
As Patrick Holder, senior
class vice president of Columbia
University remarked, “The
transition beyond college is a
significant life event and filled
with many first time decisions,
like
purchasing
insurance,
dealing with personal budgets
and of course, repaying student
loans. eGrad provides both the
tips and tools to help college
graduates make these decisions
and even a calendar of key dates
of when to do each.”
It also provides the largest
source ol advice and articles for
graduating college students and
university alumni. In addition to
its Web site. eGrad also
produces the annual GradPak
Handbook, which is a magazine
containing essential articles to
assist
graduating
College
students thought this life-stage.
According to eGrad CoFounder. John Fees, college
graduates are like to make 75
percent more than a high school
graduate or more than $1 million
over a lifetime in the workforce.

yet the decisions graduates make
during the first twelve months
following graduation are among
the most important to shaping a
successful and self-sufficient
life post college.
Fees
recommends
that
graduates avoid making classic
mistakes including the following:
1. Not ensuring that they
have health insurance during the
graduation transition
2. Buying a week of “work
clothes” before starting work
3. Missing the "in-grace"
student
loan
consolidation
discount that can save graduates
thousands of dollars in interest
payments on their loans
4. Not seeking out or using
special offers for college
graduates - such as Wall Street
Journal or special new graduate
offers on new vehicles
5. Not creating a personal
budget or evaluating your
personal “Balance Sheet”

6. Not having sufficient
insurance coverage on personal
property
7. Not upgrading your
student credit card to a lower
interest rate standard card
In
addition
to
further
information on these classic
mistakes, cGrad.com
offers
articles and tools designed to
assist graduates w ith each of these
personal financial decisions.
“Our mission is to enable
college graduates to successfully
navigate this major life transition
and to connect graduates to
special offers on the services
graduates need and want," Fees
said. “In addition to a set of
useful budget tools, a national
city guide written by recent
graduates and buying guides
such as a college graduate rebate
search engine, eGrad also offers
an e-mail reminder service to
remind graduates of important
dates and mistakes to avoid
during this major life transition”'

Art students get involved
Erin Klitzke
Grand Valley lanthorn

Last
winter
Paul
Wittenbraker ran a civic studio
project. Originally, the fruits of
his students’ labors were on
display in April. Three of them
displayed their work again on
June 5.
As part of a program for the
Kellogg
Foundation,
Wittenbraker’s students arc
displaying their work as what
Wittenbraker called a “poster
presentation.”
“We'll have a table, a couple

of easels and a computer,” he said.
Wittenbraker also said that
he and the students who were
part of the project would be
designing a book that will
contain the work they did while
undertaking the civic studio
project.
The students showed their
work as part of the Center for
Philanthropy’s program for the
Kellogg Foundation.
The
students are Jason Edwards,
Shana Curtis anti Suzanne
Paulsen.
Wittenbraker said there will
be another civic studio project
this upcoming fall.
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Shooting begins on film 'Flickering Blue’
■ Grand Valley's

2003 summerfilm
brings Jack Anderson
back to Grand Valley,
along with veteran
actor James Karen
Erin Klitzke
Grand Valley Lanthorn

For Film students at Grand
Valley State University, summer
means work -- on the summer
Film, that is. Each year students
from
GVSU’s
School
of
Communications shoot a short
film selected from scripts
entered in an annual contest.
This year GVSU students are
shooting “Flickering Blue,” a
script hy Canadian writer
Angelo Eidse.
Last year, students shot
“Freezer Jesus” under director/
producer John Philbin, an asso
ciate professor in the School of
Communications.
Hollywood
cinematographer Jack Anderson
joined the student crew in shoot
ing the film.
This year,
Anderson is back, and has
brought with him veteran actor
James Karen.
Shooting for “Flickering
Blue” began on June 2. Locations

for the shoot include various
areas in downtown Grand Rapids,
as well as an apartment on
GVSU’s Allendale campus, in
Grand Valley Apartments.
Jack Anderson is a veteran
cinematographer whose credits
include the Stephen Spielberg
film “Hook,” award-winning
independent movies such as
“Always Say Good-bye,” and
television series such as “Mad
About You” and “Third Rock
from the Sun ” He was involved
in GVSU’s summer Film project
last year and has returned again
for another year.
Last year, when working on
the summer film at GVSU,
Anderson said he was “pleasant
ly surprised” that students were
so interested and capable.
“What 1 find very nice is that
not only have the students
picked up on the technical infor
mation they need to know,” he
explained, "but they’ve also
been getting into the routine of a
Film set, which is difficult to do.
It's like the military in a sense -there’s a hierarchy and there’s a
lot of hurry-up-and-wait. They
understand it and are showing a
lot of enthusiasm.”
Students
working
on
GVSU’s summer film are also
learning very quickly that Film
shoots are long. Students work
ing on the film shoot find them
selves coming early or staying

late.
Art
Director
Diane
Kowalski said she had to be on
location at least an hour before
the day’s shooting was sched
uled to begin.
The film’s crew has worked
hard to prepare themselves for
the task of shooting the summer
Film. For several weeks before
shooting began, students attend
ed classes under Philbin in order
to prepare for the undertaking.
The script the crew will be
shooting is a day-in-the-life story
of a lonely 80-year-old man who
attempts to rejoin society by get
ting out and meeting people after
turning off his television one day.
The author, Angelo Eidse, 30, is a
resident of Winnipeg. Manitoba,
Canada and a graduate of the
Vancouver Film School.
He
learned of GVSU’s script compe
tition through the MovieBytes
Web site.
James Karen's name may not
be very well recognized, but his
voice certainly is. Often this
veteran actor is cast in roles of
authority as a businessman,
executive type, military officer,
doctor, psychiatrist or various
other roles. However, he is ver
satile enough to play any role
thrown at him. He has made
notable appearances in films
such as “Poltergeist,” “Wall
Street," “Nixon," “Up Close and
Personal,” “Apt Pupil,” “Any
Given Sunday,” “Thirteen Days”

and “Mulholland Drive," among
other films, as well as appear
ances in television series includ
ing “M*A*S*H,” “The Golden
Girls,” "MacGyver,” “Murphy
Brown,”
“Coach,”
"The
Practice,”
“Beverly
Hills,
90210” and “JAG.” He made
his Broadway debut in 1947 in
"A Streetcar Named Desire” and
has since appeared in over 20
Broadway productions.
Karen joins a cast of local
actors in “Flickering Blue.”
The summer film is a project
that spans two semesters. The
spring semester is spent learning
how to shoot the script and then
the actual filming. The second
half of the summer is spent edit
ing the film shot. After this
process is complete, screenings
of the film are scheduled
throughout west Michigan.
In past years the summer
Films have won many honors.
Past scripts include 2()02's
“Freezer Jesus,” which took
Best of Festival
at
the
Kalamazoo Shorts Film and
Video Festival, 2()()()'s “With
You Always,” which has been
screened internationally, and
2001's “The Lucas Files,” which
was screened at the East Lansing
Film Festival.
More information is avail
able on the summer film by con
tacting the GVSU School of
Communications at 331-3668.

Courtesy of GVSU News

Jack Anderson on the set of the 2002 GVSU summer film, "Freezer Jesus
Anderson has returned this year to work on "Flickering Blue "

Gamers,
Otaku take
over GVSU

‘Goodbye Fieldhouse,
Hello Orbit Room?’

Erin Klitzke

■ Spotlight

Productions shopping
for an outside venue
to host concerts

Grand Valley Lanthorn

For the eighth year in a row.
Grand Valley State University's
Allendale campus will become a
mecca for Japanese animation in
West Michigan. JAFAX 8 hits
GVSU June 21-22 in loose associ
ation with Realities 2003,GVSU’s
resident gaming convention.
This year JAFAX brings in
new guests Scott Frazier and
Bruce Lewis in addition to
returning guests James Dawsey,
Robert DeJesus, Doug Smith,
Amy Howard Wilson and the Not
Ready for Bandai Players. Also
included in the activities are con
tests and games where prizes are
available, vendors, panels, and
anime screenings. JAFAX takes
over Padnos Hall of Science,
Henry Hall and the Loutit
Lecture Halls for the event.
Realities, in Mackinac Hall,
will offer gaming of various types,
including Magic: The Gathering,
tabletop role-playing games such
as Dungeons and Dragons, Star
Wars, and others, as well as vari
ous miniature games and board
games. Special events include
Arcane Duels and the Gladiator
Tournament, which are a pair of
Dungeons and Dragons based
competitions putting character
against character. This pair of
events will be run by Alternative
Realities President Mike Adams.
Both of these events are free.
The events are sponsored by
two GVSU student organiza
tions. JAFAX is the project of
Otaku no Anime. GVSU’s anime
club; while Realities, which has
been known by various other
names in the past, is the brain
child of Alternative Realities,
GVSU’s gaming and science Fic
tion organization. Using funds
from the Student Life Fund and
money raised through fund rais
ing and the support of club mem
bers and volunteers, the organi
zations try to pull off their free
events without a hitch.
"It's nice to know that there's
someplace people can go to actu
ally relax once a year on cam
pus,” said GVSU student John
Kowalski, a member of both
organizations.
Kowalski has
attended both events in the past.
During the school year.
Otaku no Anime and Alternative
Realities hold weekly meetings.
During the 2002-2003 school
year, Otaku no Anime met on
Sunday
afternoons
and
Alternative Realities met on
Wednesday evenings.
For more information on these
organizations, contact them via email at anime@student.gvsu.edu
for Otaku no Anime or at altrcal@studcnt.gvsu.edu
for
Alternative Realities. More infor
mation on JAFAX is available at
www.jafax.org while mom infor
mation on Realities is available by
e-mailing
altncal@studcnt gvsu cdu.
JAFAX 8 and Realities 2(X)3
take place June 21-22 on GVSU’s
Allendale campus. Both events
arc free and open to the public.

Courtesy of GVSU News

Julianne Vanden Wyngaard stands next to a bronze bell in the garden that
was dedicated to her, "de Luisterplaats" -- the Listening Place

GVSU’s International
Carillon Concert
Series returns again
Erin Klitzke
Grand Valley Lanthorn

The bells will ring this sum
mer on Grand Valley State
University's Allendale and Pew
campuses as GVSU’s traditional
carillon concert series begins on
June 22. The series of bell con
certs, played at the Cook
Carillon and the Beckering
Family Carillon clock towers,
feature performances by carillonneurs from across the coun
try and around the world.
The concert series also
occurred last year in a similar
fashion. However, this year the
International Carillon Concert
Series will take place on both
major campuses of GVSU,
rather than just on the Allendale
campus.
The first performance will
feature GVSU’s resident carillonneur and faculty member
Julianne Vanden Wyngaard.
Vanden Wyngaard is a full-time
professor at GVSU. She is a
former chair of the music
department and a member of the
Guild of Carillonncurs of North
America and completed her
diploma requirements at the

Netherlands Carillon School.
Since the Cook Carillon's dedi
cation in 1994. she has been the
principal performer.
The concerts take place on
Grand Valley's Allendale cam
pus every Sunday at 8 p.m.
through Aug. 17 and every
Wednesday at noon on the Pew
campus starting June 25 and
running through July 30. The
series also includes a special
Friday concert on July 4 at 2
p.m.
Artists will come from
around the world for this concert
series, as well as from right here
in Michigan. Included artists
are Gert Oldcnbcuving of the
Netherlands,
Carl
Van
Eyndhovcn
of
Belgium.
Rosemary Laing of Canada.
Janet Tebbel of the United
States, Jeremy Chesman of
Southwest
Missouri
State
University, John Hammond of
the University of the South, Ray
McLellan of Michigan State
University
and
GVSU’s
Julianne Vanden Wyngaard.
The instruments are the 110foot-tall Cook Carillon on the
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Luke Marsy
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Maybe he felt sorry for
Central Michigan University.
After all. they did not just win a
national football championship.
Maybe he just did not like us, or
West Michigan, or maybe
Allendale in general.
Well whatever his reasoning,
Dave Matthews did not come
here and play a concert. Neither
did Snoop Doggy Dogg or
Buster Rhymes.
Seeking to cure the concert
dilemma. Spotlight is now Uxiking to find a new. larger, off-cam
pus concert venue that will allow
the campus to bring bigger name
acts to the campus community
conveniently and inexpensively.
Spotlight Productions, the
student-run organization that
handles the majority of the
entertainment at GVSU, also
seems to be close to Finding a
cure to its woes. It seems that
administrators at GVSU were
becoming slightly concerned
about possible liabilities that can
occur when holding a concert.
We do have places that a concert
can be held, but why not change
the location to somewhere more
concert oriented?
"Grand Valley has no real
venue,” said Jeni Dietch, the
president
of
Spotlight
Productions. “It's kind of hard
to book the Fieldhouse with all
of the |sporting] events.” She
also mentioned that the hectic
schedules of artists adds to the
difficulty of scheduling them for
an event.
“We go to conferences and
use other schools as references
about artists,” Dietch said. She
mentioned a couple stories she
had heard about artists, one in

particular being rap artist 50
Cent, who show up late or don't
even perform at different uni
versities and yet are still entitled
to their money. It's not just
chump change either, because
these national recording artists
can charge upward of $100,000.
“We started discussions and
we found that there was a mutu
al interest on both sides.” Dietch
said.
Clear
Channel
Communications, who operates
the Orbit Room and the DeVos
Center, is one of the venue
providers with whom Spotlight
has been involved in talks.
Moving the location of con
certs from the Allendale campus
to another venue would benefit
the students and the school as
well as the new location. First,
the school would relieve itself of
the headache that is putting on a
concert. Security, set-up, clean
ing, lodging for the band, as well
as the normal process of finding
a band to play could all very
well be placed in the hands of
someone else.
The new venue itself would
simply benefit in dollar signs. It
is simple: GVSU has a lot of stu
dents. Hosting a concert for even
a small number of those students
is bound to yield a profit.
How dcK's it benefit the stu
dents? Good concerts, ideally.
Having a concert at an outside
venue means, ideally, that
Spotlight is no longer held back
in who to invite by its budget.
The venue itself will be the one
covering the costs of the band.
Spotlight Production money
goes to such costs as production
of the concert, advertising,
transportation, and also helping
to ease the pain off of student
pocketbooks and wallets relative
to ticket prices.
"We don’t have the budget to
bring in a big name,” said
Dietch. “But the venues do.”
Transportation is a very
important issue. Some of the big
names of the past like the
Campus Invasion Tour and
Meth<xl Man/ Redman were on

campus, so there was the conven
ience of a concert in your back
yard. The Orbit Rtxim is located
on 28th St. past the East Beltline,
which is about a 30-minute drive
from Allendale.
Spotlight is
working on that though.
"We’d offer some sort of a
shuttle," Dietch said. More than
likely, it will be a free shuttle
froHi ttic Allendale campus to
the venue and then back. Costs
would be incurred by Spotlight,
and, from the sound of it. it
would be a rather painless pro
cedure.
Tickets might be a different
story. The odds are that with a
different venue comes the addi
tion of Ticketmaster as the
source of tickets. Some sort of
student discount would be incor
porated, ideally, but there would
still be need for initiative to
actually go out or online and
purchase the tickets.
Dietch said that bringing a
big-name concert to GVSU stu
dents was a top priority for the
upcoming year.
“The concerts are the tough
est things for us." she said. “We
are definitely looking for a big
concert to open the year.”
Currently. Dietch said that they
arc looking for a hip-hop artist
to do a performance.
Spotlight is also looking to
bring in a guest speaker in the
next year, and in addition to that
hosting a SLAM poetry session.
Dietch described the SLAM
poetry as a “really intense poetry session" and likened it some
what to battle-rapping, recently
made
world
famous
in
Eminem's movie debut "8
Mile."
Spotlight Productions meets
during the fall and winter on
Monday nights at 9 p.m. in room
215 Kirkhof Center. Jeni Dietch
is returning for her second year
as the president of Spotlight
Productions.
If anyone has
questions for Dietch in regards
to Spotlight Productions, she
can be reached by e-mail at
DietchJ@ student .gvsu edu.

Red Hot Chili Peppers heat up Grand Rapids’ Van Andel Arena
Brad Thelen
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Every once in a while a
group explodes into the music
scene with a style so colorful
and profound that many critics
cannot decide whether to love
or hate them, how to classify or
rate them. If they are like me.
they will plunder the rhyme and
emulate them. The Red Hot
Chili Peppers brought their
funk-ified magic to the Van
Andel Arena on May 10. prov
ing rock music is alive and
well, thank you.
Gone arc the mohawks,
crotch socks and light bulb
heads. Back is the fortified line
up and a string of new hits
Lead singer Anthony Kiedis
returned to his hometown of

Grand Rapids to a sold-out
crowd willing to dance like
everyone is looking.
Appropriately, the Chili
Peppers opened with “By the
Way,” the first single off their new
album of the same title. The
Kiedis workout was now in ses
sion.
The band then sailed into
other hits including “Around the
World,” “Scar Tissue” and “Suck
My Kiss." Very few acts can get
away with having the bass
cranked up as loud as the Chili
Peppers, but when you have a
bassist like Flea, the louder the
better. He remains one of the
most respected bass players in
rock ’n roll, and for g<xxl reason.
Flea makes hand-eye eoordination an Olympic sport. Plus, his
sometimes incoherent, but

always off-the-wall humor, kept
the crowd entertained between
songs.
Flea remained at stage left
for most of the show, while gui
tarist John Fushciantc was
equally energetic at stage right.
Although he parted ways with
the group during the mid-'90s
amid personal demons,
Fushciantc appeared to enjoy
his new drug of choice:
Adrenaline.
Throughout the show.
Kiedis’ voice remained remark
ably on key. as he proved that
his lyrics have also ripened
excellently with age. During
“Parallel Universe," his voice
must have carried all the way
back to his birth home as he
sang about some “California
King.”

Many of
Kiedis’ rela
tives were
seated at the
side of the
stage, enjoy
ing tlx.' pro
fanity-free
concert. Flea
thanked
Kiedis' par
ents for
“bringing
Anthony into
this world,
and in turn,
giving me lots
of joy in life."
Drummer Chad Smith treat
ed the audience to a short drum
solo following the playing of a
new song “Throw Away Your

Television.” How many times
has he been mistaken for comic
Will Ferre I?
One of the most moving
songs of the evening was the
audience favorite “Otherside.”
Many fans crooned along: “I
heard your voice through a pho
tograph/ I thought it up and
brought up the past/ Once you
know you can never go back/
I’ve got to take it on the
Otherside.”
The Chili Peppers then
launched into other catchy tunes
including “Californication,”
"Soul to Squeeze," and the psy
chedelic “Zephyr Song.” But it
was not until the intnxluctory
notes of “Give It Away" that the
mosh pit turned into a swarming
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Final exams can add 5
pounds to Freshmen 15
CPWIRE.COM
As it final exams didn't
cause enough trouble in your
life, now you can add the possi
bility of packing on some excess
fat as a result of the college cal
enders cruelest year-end tradi
tion. By now, everyone knows
about the freshman 15 but few
are aware of the phenomenon
known as the final five.
It's no secret the weeks lead
ing up to finals can be a pretty
stressful time for most students.
One bad day and a semester of
hard work can result in another
four weeks of summer school.
This simple little perceived
threat can do some serious dam
age to an otherwise healthy body
and the culprit behind all of this:
cortisol.
Cortisol, the body's primary
stress hormone is released dur
ing the "fight or flight" response
to a perceived stress. This action
is okay for a short period of
time, and in many scenarios can

be quite beneficial. However,
prolonged periods of elevated
cortisol, such as the stress of
finals week, can alter the body's
metabolic rate causing it to slow
down significantly.
This
slow
down
in
metabolisim causes the body to
store excess fat, especially in the
abdominal region. Won't that be
a lovely addition to your new
swimsuit this summer?
Stress can also interfere with
appetite causing some to seek
comfort in food. Nutritionist
Lara Anasaze, M.S., and studentfit.com cover-model says,
"The fight-or-flight response
backfires when studying for
hours on end.
Under stress the brain releas
es corticotrophin-releasing hor
mone,
which
suppresses
appetite.
The adrenal glands then
secrete cortisol, which provides
short-term energy followed by
ravenous hunger." Foods that are
most often craveo are simple
carbohydrates and fats. Not

exactly the types of foods asso
ciated with a slim waist and firm
booty.
During periods of prolonged
stress, one needs to pay particu
lar attention to diet. It is impor
tant to avoid foods that can
exacerbate stress such as fat,
sugar, caffeine and alcohol.
Better food choices include
fruits, vegetables, whole grains,
legumes and lean proteins. A
multi-vitamin is also a good
idea. B-vitamins play an impor
tant role in how the body han
dles stress. Over time, stress can
deplete these vitamins which
need to be replaced daily since
they are not readily stored in the
body.
Eating properly is just one of
the modalities that can be used
to combat stress. Exercise, cog
nitive therapies and support sys
tems can also play a role.
Hopefully, by making some
lifestyle changes and being well
prepared for test time, you can
avoid becoming the next victim
of the final five.

Proof of weapons is still lacking
Steve Skutnik
Iowa State Daily (Iowa State U.)
- Why is it that when asked by
any public official, "Trust me.
would I lie?" it is the natural
inclination of many Americans
to do just the opposite?
Call it the jaded lens of
experience. After all. the last
time Americans have followed
that advice it produced the Gulf
of Tonkin resolution, the IranContra Affair, and a few less
pharmaceutical factories in
Sudan.
Why then should one be
inclined to trust the very shaky
evidence the Bush administra
tion has thus far put forth as
vindication of their "solid intel
ligence" of the existence of
weapons of mass destruction
(WMD) in Iraq, despite no
smoking gun uncovered now
more than two months after the
end of hostilities?
Indeed, let's run through the
evidence we have so far. Of
most recent significance is the
much-vaunted "two trailers,"
claimed to be evidence of a

EXPERTS
continued from page 2
quitoes in their own yard."
Also available for comment
was Steven Hecht, assistant pro
fessor in GVSU’s department of
biomedical and health science.
Hecht is a virologist who found
the first Ottawa County case of
West Nile last summer, in a dead
crow on campus. Hecht has
been following the virus since
1999, and is wary about the
impact West Nile might have
this summer.
"I would be worried that it's
going to be a big West Nile sum
mer," he said.
But that does not mean resi
dents are powerless to stop the
virus from invading their back
yards. Hecht said.

■IAMB VJULLIY UUmillll
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clandestine Iraqi bioweapons
program and thus conclusive
proof of the administration's
charges. Yet upon closer inspec
tion, the certainty that these
trailers point to an illicit
weapons program proves to be
highly suspect and based most
ly upon conjecture.
For instance, the New York
Times reports weapons experts
have pointed out the trailers
lacked a gear for steam sterili
zation, a critical feature for any
facility producing biological
organisms, weaponized or not.
While according to some ana
lysts, caustic agents could be
used instead of steam to steril
ize the tanks.such a process
would require a thorough rins
ing with copious amounts of
sterile water afterwards - a dif
ficult commodity to come by in
the middle of a desert.
Furthermore, the design of
these trailers would allow them
to produce only a very small
amount of germ-infested liquid
which would require transporta
tion to other facilities for fur
ther concentration and
weaponizing. Making matters

more complicated is the fact
that such fluids would be quite
difficult for technicians to
remove from the alleged fer
menting tanks, making the trail
ers highly inefficient as mobile
bioweapons laboratories.
Comparably, the trailers
were equipped to easily extract
gasses, providing at the least
some coherency to the Iraqi
account that the trailers were in
fact for producing hydrogen for
weather balloons.
Naturally, the administration
has an explanation for all of
these discrepancies: The steril
ized steam could have been
provided from separate, not-asof-yet discovered mobile facili
ties. Yet most of their rebuttal
isn't nearly so explicitly rea
soned — rather, it comes in the
form of brazen fiat, such as
Colin Powell's unqualified
assertion that he has "no doubt
whatsoever" of WMD in Iraq,
repeatedly going back to the
voluminous intelligence he has
relied upon in coming to this
conclusion, despite the fact that
quality of such intelligence is at
the very heart of the debate.

“There's a lot they can do.
Certainly empty any water that
you have standing around," he
advised.
That means everything from
birdbaths and rain gutters to
pets’ water dishes — dumping
any standing water can help.
But what if a resident has a
pond
in
their
backyard?
Certainly emptying that pit of
standing water is a more labori
ous a process than tipping the
birdbath, but there are options
for such cases.
Hecht recommended using a
bacterial product called Bt that
exterminates mosquitos.
“It is ingested by mosquito
larvae and it kills them," he said.
“If you’ve got a pond then that's
the place to use the Bt.”
Nobody really knows why

Michigan was hit so hard by the
virus last summer, Hecht said,
but preventative measures could
help soften the blow of the dis
ease this summer.
Hecht also mentioned that in
comparison to other more com
mon diseases. West Nile is not
such a threat.
He gave the example of
pneumonia, which killed about
2().(MM) people in the nation last
year.
Not that he doesn't under
stand the public's worry over the
disease.
“It's very frightening, like
my wife says. How do I not get
bit by a mosquito?'" he said.
For more information, con
tact James Dunn at (616) 3313439 or Steven Hecht at
(616)331-3711.

BALL
continued from page 1
Indianapolis on May 18 made
the Lakers victorious at home
during the NCAA North Central
Regional tournament. The win
also allowed GVSU to head to
Alabama for the NCAA World
Series.
The final loss of the season
came May 28, in a match up
against Kennesaw State during
the World Series. The game
ended with a score of 7-5.
Going into the eighth inning,
the Lakers were looking hopeful
as they were up, 5-4. The KSU
Owls played excellent eighth
and ninth innings, scoring the
three runs that would bring
GVSU down.
Brunik blasted the first home
run, and his I Ith of the season,
during the tournament in the
third inning.
He upped the scored to 2-3,
putting GVSU within one point
of the Owls.
From the mound, the Lakers
were lead by Jason LaBaumbard
for the first five and one-third
innings.
In his time at the
mound. LaBaumbard gave up

CREW
continued from page 7
The GVSU men started off
the competition with a great race
and a near upset over Harvard.
After trailing for the majority of
the race, the GVSU men's four
closed the gap between Harvard
and themselves to finish onesixth of a second behind the
perennial rowing powerhouse.

CONCERT
continued from page 9
bee colony. “Give It Away” was
one of the most high-energy
songs ever played or heard live.
Kiedis is one of the few front
men in rexk n' roll that can make
tripping over a mic stand l<x>k
graceful.
Following a brief departure,
the Chili Peppers returned on

HAIR
continued from page 6
that hair color is more natural
than it was one or two years ago.
"Highlights are not as
bleach-blond or chunky as two
years ago,” Shepard said. “You
still see them, but they are thin
ner and a more golden color.”
She also said people are
going with the more solid hair
colors and reds are not as bright.
“I am seeing a more burgundy-red. rather than a
brighter red," Shepard said.
Rocha and Shepard also
agreed that guys arc going

RADIATION
continued from page 8
This obviously is costly to
hospitals, in terms of money and
time; temporary hires sometimes
spend weeks learning to use the
equipment at Saint Mary's, in
training given by the regular
st.it t

Temp staff often need this
lengthy period of instruction

CARILLON
continued from page 9
GVSU Allendale campus and
the
151 -foot-tall Bcckcring
f amily Carillon on the Pew
Grand Rapids campus.
Each
tower has 48 bells.
The Cook Carillon was dedicat
ed in 1994. with its largest bell
weighing in at nearly 3.000

i

V

I
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four runs to the Owls. David
Olson stepped in to take the
loss, pitching the last three and
one-third innings.
“I am really proud of the
team. It was a great year and our
guys really battled especially the
last three weeks of the season
when our backs were to the
wall," Lyon said. “Hopefully,
they will take a lot of great
memories away from the season,
including tonight which was a
great game.”
Possibly the most exciting
game of the tournament was the
match up between GVSU and
Slippery Rock. The game was
played during the elimination
bracket of the tournament,
meaning if the Lakers lost, the
season was over. GVSU was
pushed into the elimination
bracket after a first round lost to
Central Missouri.
The Lakers came back from
being down by six runs and
defeated Slippery Rock, 9-8,
keeping their NCAA World
Series hopes alive.
“There was nobody giving
up. We knew we could come
back so everyone was still out
there giving everything they

had,” GVSU player Matt Wright
said about the comeback. “Hits
are contagious and we just had
to open it up.”
From the mound, Rafeld
once again started the game for
the Lakers. He pitched four and
two-thirds innings, before Nick
Bultema stepped in to pick up
the win after three and onethirds innings at the mound. Joe
Finnerty came in to pitch one
inning himself, picking up the
save.
"I am a senior and this was
going to be my last opportunity
on the mound if we didn't come
back, so I just went out there and
threw my game. I felt real com
fortable and just made pitches,"
Bultema said.
Joe Mertes led the Lakers'
offensive attack, finishing the
game with three hits while Boyd.
Beckwith, Wright, and Jeremy
Lundberg finished with two.
Beckwith and Pfening each
walked away with two runs also.
“Our team has had a lot of
heart and character all season
long and we proved that again
today,” Lyon said about the con
clusion of the game.

In the repechage, the men
defeated a couple of old foes
from the Midwest as they beat
Ohio State and the University of
Michigan to advance to the
semi-finals.
The semi-final saw GVSU
jump out early and lead Harvard,
Wisconsin and Temple through
the mid-way point of the race.
Unfortunately, the guys could
not hold on as they finished in

sixth place and qualified through
to the petit final.
In the petit final, the effects
of the three previous races
caught up to the men as they
raced their hearts out, but once
again finish sixth. The result
puts GVSU 12th overall in the
nation. This result was a fitting
end to a very successful year for
the GVSU Rowing Club.

stage to perform the classic
“Under the Bridge.” It is hard
to believe 12 years have passed
since the song catapulted the
group into mainstream.
After the band left the stage,
I noticed fans leaving with
sweat-soaked shirts and red-hot
faces. What a brilliant night; a
concert and a workout at the
same time! Plus, the pleasure
of seeing a Grand Rapids native

return home.
The Chili Peppers live show
is as unique and colorful as the
band’s lyrics, but perhaps no
one can describe the Red Hot
Chili Peppers better than them
selves in their song “Can't
Stop:” “Can't stop addicted to
the shin dig/ cop top he says
I'm gonna win big/ choose not a
life of imitation/ distant cousin
to the reservation.”

shorter with hair and arc still
sprouting highlights.
“I am definitely seeing guys
going with the shorter hair
called fades,” Rocha said. “I am
still seeing guys dyeing their
hair lighter and highlighting.”
Shepard agrees with Rocha,
but is also seeing a different
style showing up, the longer
shaggier look of Ashton
Kutchcr of “That ‘70s Show.”
“The longer hair on guys is
popular," Shepard said. “It is
more chunkier than it was in
the ‘70s, with more layers.”
Ash recommends these tips
for summer hair care:

-Wet hair with clean water
before jumping into a pool,
because dry hair acts like a
sponge and by wetting it you
will prevent the chlorine from
absorbing.
-Use a deep-conditioning
treatment after a long day at the
beach or in the sun, to keep hair
from drying out.
-Trim hair about every six
weeks to prevent split-ends
from continuing up the hair
shaft.
-Also, use a clarifying
shampoo and conditioner after
swimming in a pool to remove
chlorine build-up.

because radiology is highly
dependent on computer technol
ogy that is constantly being
upgraded.
The radiology department of
Saint Mary’s went digital in
1999, and is still among only a
handful of centers to have done
so.
Technology-wise, this puts
Saint Mary’s in the top 7 percent
of radiation treatment centers in

the country, Bichay said - mean
ing that most temps are not
familiar with the equipment.
Which is why the hospital was
very excited to learn of the new
radiation therapy program at
GVSU, he explained.
“It will really improve our pro
gram," he said. “We know that
we will have access to excellent
students trained by excellent
people.”

pounds and the smallest weigh
ing 14 pounds.
The Bcckering Family Carillon
was dedicated in 2000 with its
smallest bell weighing 25
pounds and the largest weighing
4.5(H) pounds.
This year, people will have a
new place to take in these con
certs on the Allendale campus.
Recently
installed
is “dc

Luistcrplaats” - Dutch for "lis
tening place” -- a small garden
near Zumberge Pond with a
bench and a small bronze bell,
dedicated this past April to
Vandcn Wyngaard.
For more information on
GVSU’s International Carillon
Concert Series, contact Juliannc
Vandcn Wyngaard at (616) 331 2581.
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an ad: I2JOO men. Oaacttna is 10
am Monday ter that watfc*tissua.

Ad Rates for Studonte,
Faculty and Staff
i

i
I

aMdted nast lor sbxfcnts,
Ftet 20 words, $3
mWw«nc*mgs,thtn iScttesptr
•MHodte word, psyabls In
irivanot.

Pboiii, Fax and Hour*
Telephone 616-331-2460, or
leave a meesage on our aAer*
hours answering machine. Fax
number is 616-331-2486. Office
hours: 94, Monday through
Friday.

To boldface, underline, ttaNcto
or capttattza words in your classi
fied, add 10 cents per word. To box

FOR SALE
Mattress sets: Brand new-still in
plastic! Twins $130 Fulls $150
Queens $200 and up. Also frames;
bedroom, dining room, and leather
living room furniture. 616-293-5188
or 616-682-4767. Can deliver.
(7/17)

Duplexes for rent. 5 bedrooms. Pets
allowed. Both summer and winter
available. Ask for Hank. 837-8277
(7/17)

JENISON TOWNHOUSE, 2 bed
room, 1 1/2 baths, washer/dryer,
central air, dishwasher, quiet, 6671210, 454-0754,457-3158(8/21)
Room for rent in large house, NE
side of Grand Rapids. $250/month.
Call Jamie (616) 745-3908. (7/17)

AUTOMOTIVE
Gold exterior,
60,000 miles.
loaded and in
616-331-2463

(to

LOST & FOUND
Free
Lost and Found ads are free, first
insertion, 25 words maximum. Email to lanthorn@gvsu.edu (tf)

1988 Chevy truck, one owner! 2 w.d.
Perfect body condition, runs great!
$2500.1990 Pontiac Sunbird. Good
shape. $875 OBO. Please call 616889-6808. (tf)

ACT NOW - Turn spare time into
$$$. Work from office or home.
Training provided. Free info.
www.homepotentials.com
(888)
704-3034 (8/21)
Lose
Weight
NOW!
$42Guaranteed- Free Samples. Call
616-847-3655 or email loseweightnow@homepotentials.com (8/21)

Writers

The Nexus of Lunacy

by Kristie Good

Get published and get paid. The
Lanthom is seeking essays, very
short stories, poetry and opinion
columns that relate to campus
issues and themes. Humor pieces
especially wanted. E-mail the editor
at editorial@lanthorn.com (tf)

The Grand Valley Lanthorn editorial
staff appreciates your news tips and
story ideas. We’re not afraid to
investigate the difficult story or give
credit where it's due. E-mail your tip
to lanthorn@gvsu.edu (tf)

The Cheesians

Brent Mata
You can tell by the tattoos, piercings and
hairstyle that I'm perfect for a stereotype

NOTICES

punk band. To fit this profile, you have to

Get your news!
Every Week

be emotional, participate in '‘alternative"
sports and you're punk Of course this is
nothing like Billy Idol or the Sex Pistols who
actually strayed from mainstream music of
their own free will. Today, you just strive to
fit the personality, which is the opposite of

A R

"alternative." but as long as we fool people
into believing they're rebels the records keep
selling)

Reader’s Caution

$14.95
base/apt.
Scholarship/internships available.
Flexible schedules. Resume experi
ence. No door to door. No telemar
keting. Call today M-F 9am-6pm.
East: 616-361-9954. West: 616245-3882. workforstudents.com
(7/17)

The copy deadline for classified
advertising is at noon on Monday;
classified display advertising dead
line is 10 a m. Monday. Bring or
send your copy to the Grand Valley
Lanthom, 100 Commons.
All classifieds must be paid in
advance, thank you, until credit is
established.

WANTED

danas, coordinate campus
orders. No investment required.
(313) 381-3480 Call 3-5pm
Byrdlady@aol.com (8/21)

of the Grand Valley Lanthom are
free of charge. Additional copies are
available at 25 cents each. 100
Commons, GVSU, Allendale, Ml
49401. (tf)

ATTENTION LAKER STUDENTS.

Roommates
Services
Wanted

Advertising Deadlines

www.lanthorn.com

Single Copies

$250 a day potential. Local
positions.
1-800-293-3985 ex.119 (9/11)

Automotive.

Housing

Lost a Found

Commercial Rates
Classified word ads:First 20
words, $6 minimum charge, then
20 cents per additional word,
payable in advance. To boldface,
itaUcbaa or capitalize words in your
classified, add 10 cents per word.
To box an ad:
$2.00 extra.
Classified display rate is $8.75 per
column inch.

DESIGNER SEEKS STU
DENTS to wear shirts/ban

Wish your friend a happy day. Tell
the world for just 15 cents per word,
$3 minimum, paid in advance at the
Lanthom office, 100 Commons.
Deadline is noon Monday for that
week’s issue. (tO-

Bartender Trainees Needed -

Advartlalng
Claaslflcadona:

DteUKMj*

Employment
For Sale

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BIRTHDAYS

EMPLOYMENT

Tha Grand Vdtoy Larthom
fasarvw the right to adt or rejaot
any adverifeamsnt at any time and
to piece all adverteemerts under
proper classification.

News Tips

Great Deal
96’ Nissan Maxima.
tan leather interior.
CD, moon roof, fully
great condition. Call

Standard of Acc*ptanct

Ads appearing on this page may
involve a charge for phone calls,
booklets, information, CODs, etc.
Reply with caution, (tf)

CINEMARK-GRANDVILLE

Student Organizations
The Grand Valley Lanthom offers
student organizations to promote
themselves through free announce
ments published as Club Notes in
the Laker Life section. E-mail your
information, 150-word limit, to lanthorn@gvsu.edu (tf)

PERSONALS
♦Early Bird Specials

Tell your lover you love 'em. Wish a
friend good luck. Lift someone's
spirit. Put it in writing. Make it public.
Lanthorn “Personals” are only 15
cents per word, $3 minimum, paid in
advance at the Lanthorn,100
Commons. Deadline is noon
Monday for that week's issue, (tf)

♦Bargain Matinees
Student Discounts

For tickets and showtimes visit

cinemark.com
IMi fcifi roots* ti nom FK[ sfoovtiflMs vio ontod!

HOUSING
Allendale Apartments. 2 bedroom,
approx. 1/2 mile from campus. Heat
included,
laundry.
May-July
$275/month.
August-May
$650/month. Herington Realestate
Management. 459-3333 (7/17)

lower level
kirkhof

Now Open

Earn

CO I. I. ROIATE

June 9, 2003
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Ocean
Paddleball
Picnic
Sand
Seagull

Suntan
Surf
Towel
Umbrella
Waves

l

O
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Bikini
Boogie Board
Jetty
Kite
Lifeguard

Y
V
A
K
H
Z
F

I Like a lion
6. Health resort
9. Siren
14 Onc-cclled protozoan
15. Skillet
16. Lend one of these
17. Has flexibility
18. Annoy
19. Russian rulers
20. Twin
22. Bathroom fixture
23. Ginger or pale
24. Protection
26. Open wine
30. Controversial topic
34 Do the math problem again
35. Andrew
Webber
36. No
37. Jeer
38. K-mcsons
39. Eject
40 Breakfast food
41 Put on
42. Ghost
43. Parallelogram
45. Precious
46. French abbot
47. Pouch
48 Brainy
51 Dishonoring
57. Dominican Republic neighbor
58 Politicians sling it
59. Cliff nest
60 Used to have
61.
or nothing
62. Decree
63. Trim
64. Formerly known as
65. Office furniture
DOWN

1. Sorcerers
2. In the middle of
3. Glacier section
4 Fbcn (freebie)
5. Malicious coward
6 Type of girl
7. Beyond
8 Leg bone connector
9. Mocking bird relative
10. Demand
II Student’s assignment

I

12. Worry
13. First, for Chaucer
21. Type
25. Slang for Gentiles
26 One who coaxes
27. Horse noise
28 Shipment
29 Weird
30 Audibly
31. Harden
32. Refuge
33. L.ike a net
35. Dandy
38 Protuberance
39 Choose
41 Out-flowing water
42. Attain
44 Sable
45. Auto
47. Coy advance
48 Buy
49 Bryn
50 Indigenous people of Japan
52 Ass
53. Jckyll’s counterpart
54 Rainbow goddess
55. Minor cut
56 Obtains

I
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LIBRARY
continued from page 3
volumes are added to the collec
tion. hut there is no shelv ing on
which to store it. Plus, the sheer
weight of the txxvks is pulling
hx> much strain on the building's
support structure. I>ehhin said.
The wiring in the building is
also very outdated. l>ebbin said.

LOANS
continued from page I
Congressman Pete HixTstru. RHolland. "With the average col
lege student graduating with
S17,<KM) to S 19,000 in student
loan debt, this option is critical
ly important."
Students interested in con
solidating loans hav e a wealth of

TUITION
continued from page 1
announced later this month.
CiVSU’s set tuition for the next
fiscal year will be announced
publicly on July 1.
Proposals by Michigan's
House of Representatives and
(iranholm
would
reduce
CiVSU’s funding by up to 10
percent while a senate's propos
al would increase CiVSU fund

”We have one outlet in all of
our offices," he complained,
"because that's all you needed
for an electric typewriter and a
lamp, in 1967."
Originally intended to house
about I40,(XX) Ixxvks, Zumberge
now has over 500.000 volumes.
The resulting overflow is being
held in a (irand Valley Storage
garage I ehbin resorted to renting.

Zumberge
Library
was
designed to serve about 2.(MX)
people when it was built in the
late '60s. Hut UxJay Allendale's
student IxxJy has grown to eight
times that st/e. leaving the
library ill-equipped in terms of
sealing and space.
"We've used up every avail
able space, the inner walls and
the outer walls." I.ebbin said

information available to them.
An online calculator, more
information on student loan con
solidation and borrower eligibili
ty requirements can found at
w w vv.loanconsolixlalion.ed.gov.
Additional information is
also available by calling the
Direct
Loan Consolidation
Center at (H00) 557-7392.
"I bis is great news for any

student financing their education
with any amount of borrowed
money,''* (iVSU President Mark
Murray said.
"Student borrowers should
consider every option available
to them to repay debt, but the
opportunity to lake advantage of
historically low interest rates
certainly comes as a welcome
announcement."

ing by 15.9 percent, or about
$4.(XX) per student.
Currently. CjVSU is the low
est-funded
university
in
Michigan,
receiving
about
$3,500 per student.
The University of Michigan.
Michigan Stale University and
Wayne Stale University receive
the largest amount of funding,
(irand Valley is a part of a tier
that includes Lake Superior
State
University,
Northern

Michigan University. Saginaw
Valley State University and the
University of Michigan-Mint.
CiVSU is also falling further
away from the pack because of
its increasing enrollment.
I he board also considered a
2 percent pay increase for facul
ty and stall and a raise for
Murray.
Murray currently
makes
$ IS 1.000. according to the
(irand Rapids Press.

!*••*................................................................................................

WANTED
The Grand Valley Lanthorn is hiring staff writers in all sec
tions for this summer and the 2003-2004 academic year.
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Celebrating Our 26th Year...
r

04647Like Mkhifsn Drive 'AMetuMt

♦ WO Delivery Charge To G.V.S.U. Residents

Some lights brighten

Located Across from Grand Valley State University

more than just a room.

Brighten the world Look for
bulbs and fixtures that carry
the ENERGY STAR label

COUPON

COUPON

College Student Special i

College Student Special

10"

16
"
CHEESE

PIZZA

PIZZA

2 TOPPINGS

.991

change.

+ TAX
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$100 each for additional item*

30 each for a^iUonaiiteme
Coupon Expiree: 5-31-2003
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